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ABSTRACT

To assist in implementing a Policy for Public

Consultation and Information Availability in l¡lanitoba, the

federal Department of the Environment, Environmental

Protection Service, expressed an interest in L982 in

learning about the environmental views of interest groups.

The views of Manitobans on envaronmental issues had

been measured, but no information had been gathered on the

views of municipal officials, which are significant

considerations affecting the environmental decision-making

of senior governments in the Province. This study was

undertaken during the summer of 1983 to investigate the

environmental attitudes and perceptions of this

pan-provincial group outside the City of Winnipeg. A

questionnaire of 223 variables was developed and mailed to

the 20I Mayors of cities, towns and villages and Reeves of

rural municipalities and local government districts.

The responses from 146 senior elected municipal officials

(74 percent of the census population) \^/ere analyzed to test

four hypotheses: (1) that elected municipal officials were

a cohesive group insofar as they collectively exhibited

uniform demographic characteristics, (2) that the

environmental concerns and opinions expressed by l4anitobans
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in opinion pol1s were shared by elected municipal officials
( 3) that elected municipal officials did not have a common

perception of the term "envirorLment"; and (4) that el-ected

municipal officials had diverse opinions about the role of

government in environmental matters.

The first hypothesis was not substantiated, since

municipal officials varied in age (27 to 79 years),

education (elementary school to university graduation), and

income (under $I0,000 to over $45,000). The majority:

were older middle-aged, English-speaking males
with adult children

Iived in detached dwellings and were long-term
residents of smaller communities of less than
10,000 inhabitants

had not gone beyond elementary or secondary
school to university or technical school

had household incomes greater than $30r000

were interested in current political affairs,
reported their knowledge of these affairs was
averagie, and defined themselves politically
in the centre and to the right of centre

belonged Lo community and civic/service groups

participated in year-round outdoor activities
more than once a month

A comparison of environmental opinions of the Manitoba

public and municipal officials confirmed, in part, the

second hypothesis. The environmental attitudes and

perceptions of municipal officials paralleled or went

l_J_1



beyond public oPinion. The majority of municipal officials:

regardedr âs did the Manitoba public, the most
imiortani. pronlems facing the Province to be economíc
anä assig.tãA a second,ary importance to environmental
TSSUES

. awarded a Positive
Manitobar s natural
public

felt that water pollution \^/as an important
environmental prõblemr âs did the Manitoba public

expressed support for increased funding for

"rrïitotttnentat- 
education in schools, as did the

Manitoba Public

wanted to know more about pollution control, as did
the Manitoba Public

acknowledged, ês did the Manitoba public, that they
did not know what pollution control stand.ards existed
ín the Province, but defined themselves as more
knowledgeable than did the Manitoba public

perceived that acid rain, sewage disposal, the use of
þesticides, and industrial emissions were more
important than did the Manitoba public

The views of municipal officials did not accord with

public opinion with regard to the transportation and

disposal of hazardous substances. Unlike other }lanitobans,

municipal officials preferred to move hazardous materials

out of their local area rather than store them in their

communitY.

This study compiled data on other environmental

attitudes and perceptions of municipal officials distinct

from those co]IecÈed in public opinion surveys. These

assessment to the condition of
environment, as did the Manitoba
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data further define the environmental views of municipal

officials and would serve as a basis for future surveys.

The majority of municipal officials:

. felt the condition of Manitoba's natural environment
had eitheï \,vorsened or remained the same from I973 to
1983

' thought the condition of Manitobars natural
environment would not improve between 19B3 and 1993

. rated the condition of Manitoba's natural environment
in 1983 as better than that in Ontario, Quebec and
British Columbia, as the same as in Saskatchewan,
Alberta and the Atlantic provinces, and as \'üorse than
the northern environment in the Yukon and Northwest
Territories

' viewed provincial environmental problems as being of
greater importance than local ones

' selected the Garrison Diversion Project, hazardous
waste spilIs, soil erosion, sel^¡age disposal, threats
to Winnipeg's drinking water, urban expansion onto
farmlands, and the use of pesticides as most
important provincial environmental problems, in that
order

' expressed the greatest concern for loss of
agricultural land and water pollution localIy

' felt that industry is guided. by profit considerations
and must be compelled to undertake measures to
protect the environment

' expressed confidence in the continuation of industrial
development without increased environmental damage

' held the opinion that the public is adequately
informed about threats to the environment

The term "environment" did not evoke a common

perception among municipal officials, which substantiated

the third hypothesis. While most included natural

v



surroì-lndings as a component of the environment, others also

added man-made structures, or economic and social

institutions, or both.

The fourth hypothesis was, with exceptions, not

substantiated. Individual attitudes and perceptions

regarding government's role and public involvement progirams

for environmental issues were generally consistent. The

majority of municipal officials:

felt that environmental quality should be monitored
and perceived this to be a function of giovernment

supported increased government spending to protect
the natural environment

thought the provincial giovernment or municipal
g,overnments had done the most to protect
environmental- quality in the Province

did not recognize the federal g:overnment's role in
environmental matters and had not participated in
federal government public involvement programs for
environmental issues

recognized the names of provincial government
environmental agencies, particularly those concerned
with local environmental- issues, to a gireater extent
than federal government environmental agencies

had dealt with provincial and munj-cipal governments
concerning environmental matters and had attended a
public meeting or hearing for specific environmental
issues

rejected reducing pollution control standards to
attract industry to Manitoba, but supported the
building by giovernment of transportation networks and
the offering of grants, interest-free loans and tax
concessions

vl_



felt the public is not as concerned as it should be
about environmental issues and supported information
and education programs to increase public concern

viewed public hearings and meetings as effective
forums for the expression of the public's
environmental concerns

strongly supported public involvement in
environmental planning and decision-making by
government

In contrast to these majority views which did not

confirm the fourth hypothesis, the opinions of municipal

officials were polarized with regard to four issues: (1)

the level of government with the greatest obligation to

protect the environment, (2) government's development of a

long-term environmental strategy, (3) government's

consideration of the perspective of environmentalists, and

(4) the acceptability of government reducing utility rates

for industríes locating in the Province.

Manitoba public opinion shifted between 1983 and 1986

from a position which differentiated between a primary

importance for economic issues and a secondary importance

for environmental issues to a linking of economic and

environmental issues as paramount. The implicati-ons of
this shift and of the results from this study relative to
the evolution of public policy for environmental

decision-making subsequent to 1983 are discussed in this
study. Recommendations are made to define and clari-fy the

vf .l_



role of municipal officials in public involvement programs

undertaken by government, such as environmental hearings

and meetings, mediatíon of environmental disputes, and

implementation of sustainable economic development.

vl_ l_ a
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTTON

A consistently high level of importance is attached to
environmental issues by canadians. pollsters indicate that
the environment is a top issue of concern to the canadian

public, alongside key economic issues such as jobs. t

The canadian pubric speaks uncompromisingly with regard

to the environment and the economy.2 Canadians are

unwilling to sacrifice the environment for economic gain,

even though the nation's economy is also a source of
dissatisfaction and uncertainty for the future. Nine out of
ten canadians reject the argument that environmental laws

must be reraxed to achieve economÍc arowth. similarly, when

asked whether protecting the environment or keeping prices
down was more important, nearly 90 percent of canadians

preferred the former. rn opinion polrs conducted over the
last eight years, two-thirds of canad.ians responding to each

survey indicated that canada shoul-d be doing more to protect
its environment, even if it means loss of jobs in the
process.



surveillance and stewardship of the environment is
vested with g'overnment under federal and provincíal
environmental statutes and regiulations. The environmental

public policy development process is clearly affected by

public views on the issues. For example, public concerns

expressed in response to road and rairway spiIls of toxic
chemj-cars resulted in the passage of The Transportation of
Dangerous Goods Act (canada) in 19 80. This statute
regurates shippers of hazardous goods in general, and safety
standards for rail, marine, air and inter-provincial
transportation.

rn 19Bl canadars Department of the Environment

(Environment canada) created a formalized channel_ for public
participation in environmental decision-making. A policy
for Pubric consurtation and rnformatj_on Availability was

adopted to offer a systematic avenue of ordered. access for
public and private interest groups, professional
associations and the generar public. The purpose of the
Policy was to ensure consideration of the perspectives of
these groups in the federal government's environmental

decision-making process. 3

The federar policy provided for the establishment of
uniform, nationwide procedures with regard to:



Public Consultation: the assurance of regular andpredictable opportunities for the public to meetwÍth Department officials to disculs environmental
issues and concerns;

Regulation Making: the requirement that allsignificant new regulations and guidelines besubject to an explicit proced.ure to all_ow forpublic comment at al-l stages of their development;

Information Availability: the provision of
departmental information to the public; and

Contribution to Transportation Expenses: thegranting of financial assistance to helpqualified groups attend d.esignated meetÍngs.

To achieve consistency yet to arlow flexibility, the poricy
stipulated each operational unit and region within the
Department would develop program activities in a way that
would best meet their particurar needs and circumstances.4

The policy has been implemented through annuar public
meetings in each of Environment canada,s five regions and at
headquarters in ottawa. At Manitoba meetings, senior
departmental officials representing operationar units from
the western and Northern Region met with various interest
groups and individuals. During Environment canad.a,s Lg82,
1983 and 1984 consultation meetings in winnipeg, a range of
environmental issues was discussed, many of which were of
direct concern to provincial and municipal authorities
(Tabl-e 1) . rssues of a multi-jurisdictional nature such as

mosquito spraying in lrlinnipeg and the effects of manag.ement

practices within Riding Mountai-n Nationar- park on



TABLE 1

TOPICS OF DTSCUSSION AT ENVIRONMENT CANADAIS
ANNUAL PUBLIC CONSULTATTON ÌIEETINGS, Lg82 TO 19B4

ivleeting Date Topic of Discussion

September L2, L9B2 Environment Canad.ars involvement in
heritage conservation and
preservation

Rural environmental quality,
including the use of chemicals in
agriculture and Environment Canad.a's
role in promoting organic farming
and decreased dependency on
pesticides, herbicides and
fertili zers

Role and operations of the Federal-
Environmental- Assessment Review
Office

Riding Mountain National_ park and.
impacts of park management practices
on surrounding area

Preservation of agricultural and
forestry land bases

Nuclear energy

Mosquito spraying programs conducted
by the City of Winnipeg

Information on health hazards
associated with the use of
polychlorinated biphenyls (pCBs) and
the use of PCB-contaminated oi_l- as a
dust suppressant on Winnipeg roads

Reforestation in Manitoba and
depletion of forest resource

Acid rain in Manitoba

continued
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TABLE I (CONTINUED)

Meeting Date Topic of Discussr-on

September 12, L9B2 Pricing of leaded and unleaded fuels
( contínued)

October 16, 1983 Environment Canada's priorities for
19B4: toxic substances, acid rain,
forest managrement, water management,
the North, protection of natural
heritage, and climate change

Environment Canada and the North

Environment Canada's role in
mosquito spraying programs

Ä,cid rain

Riding Mountain National Park and
services provided therein

Garrison Diversion Project

Pricing of leaded and unleaded fue1s

Actions of the federal Crown which
affect the environment

Weather reporting

Environment and the economy:
establishment of a resource
accounting system

Promotion by Environment Canada of
environmental awareness and concern

Role of the Federal Environmental
Assessment Review Office

Harvesting of renewable resources

Recycling of reusable materials

continued



TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)

Meeting Date Topic of Discussion

October 14, t9B4 Environment Canada's public
Consultation policy and process

Hazardous waste management

Vehicle emissions

Agent Orange

Environment Canada's role in
pesticide control

Natural pest controls

Mosquito spraying in the City of
Winnipeg and effects on fauna and
flora

Environment Canada's educational and
av¡areness materials and distributi_on
in Manitoba

Air quality emission standards

Environment Canada's role as
advocate of reduced resource
consumption

Use of aerosol spray cans

Environment Canada's role in
establishing and enforcing uniform
national standards

Radioactive waste hazards in
Manitoba

Reforestation in Manitoba and
depletion of forest resource

source: summary minutes prepared by Environment canada
staff and circulated to participants.



surrounding areas, for exampre, would requÍre further
consurtation with provincial and municipal authorities

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

To augment Environment canada's tggl policy for public
consurtation and rnformation Avail_ability, the Manitoba
District office of the Environmental protection service
expressed an interest in learning more about the
environmentar views of vested interest groups in the
Provi-nce. This study was undertaken during the summer of
1983 to investigate the environmental attitudes and

perceptions of el-ected municipal officiars outside the city
of Winnipeg so as to provide guidance for future
environmental activities by g:overnment which would affect
and/or invol-ve this pan-provincial constituency.

As a major stakeholder in environmentar matters in the
Province, municiparities and local- government districts are
not regular participants in annual public meetings hosted by

Environment canada. The views of municipal offici_als,
however, are important for a number of reasons, including:

(1) l,luniciparities and locar government districts dear,on a regular basis, with matters of environmentalconcern, such as the siting of waste disposal sites,agriculturar land-use, and water quality ,n.rr-gã*ent.



(2) Municipal officials residing outside the City of
Winnipeg urban area contribute significantly to
provincial attitudes.

(3) Municipal governments are a third-order public
sector decision-making body, and they are or should
be effective forces for adopting and ensuring
adherence to environmental standards, and for
entering into collaborative dialogue with senior
governments to resolve envj_ronmental problems.

The environmental attitudes and perceptions of tqanitoba

municipal officials are significant considerations affecti-ng

the decision-making of senior governments in the province.

The environmental views of this constituency, however, have

not been measured and are not known.

Inherent in this study are two subproblems: (1) what are

the environmental attitudes and perceptions of municipal

officials in Manitoba, and (2) what will an anarysis of these

views indicate to government to assíst in
inter-jurisdictional undertakings involving anð./or affecting
loca1 officials in the province?

I.2 HYPOTHESES

This study tests four hypotheses regarding the

environmental attitudes and perceptions of municipal

officials in Manitoba:
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(1) THAT elected mrrnicipal officials can be described as a
cohesive group insofar as they exhibit uniform
collective demographic characteristics ;

(2) THAT the environmental concerns and opinions of the
general public recorded. in province-wide opinion polls
are shared by elected municipal officials;

( 3) THAT elected municipal officials as a group do not hold
a common perception of the term "environment" i and

(4) THAT the opinions of el-ected municipal officiars about
the rore of government in environmental matters are
diverse.

1. 3 RESEARCH OBJECTTVES

rn relation to these hypotheses, the objectives of this
study are to determine:

Hypothesís I ... (a) demographic and other descriptive
characteristics of elected municipal
officials in Manitoba;

Hypothesis 2 ... (n) tfre attitudes of elected municipal
officials on a number of issues
related to the quality of life in
Manitoba;

Hypothesis 2 ... (c) tfre opinions of elected municipal
officials on a number of 1ocal and
provincial environmental issues ;

Hypothesis 3 ... (d) the perceptions of elected municipal
officials as to what constitutest'environmenttt 

,.

Hypothesis 4 ... (e) trre opinions of elected municipal
officials regarding the role of
federal, provincial and municipal
governments in environmental
protection and management;

Hypothesis 4 ... (f) the opinions and behaviour of elected
municipal officials regarding
government activities to involve thepublic in environmental
decision-making; and
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(g) the sources of environmental
information on which elected
municipal officials rely.

objective (g) is ancilliary to the hypotheses and is included

to measure environmental information use by elected municipal
officials in Manitoba.

L.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS

The phrase "elected Manitoba municipal officiat" in this
study incrudes Mayors of cities, towns and vilrages and

Reeves of rural municipalities and tocal government districts
located within the boundaries of the provínce of Manitoba.

The city of winnipeg is excrudedr âs are elected chiefs of
rndian Reserves administered by the federal government.

Following Dillmans and Fishbein,6 a distinction is made

in this study between "perceptions" and- "attitudes". A

perception is a mental image or conceptr ërn a\¡¿areness of the
elements of the surroundings through physicar sensation,
whereas an attitude is a view, judgment or appraisal formed

in an individual's mind about a particular matter.

Specificallyr "attitudes" are subjective judgments

individuals make about their "perceptions". The term

"opinion" as used in this study is synonymous with the term

" attitude " .
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The term "environment" is a capacious concept, and its
precise meaning is hypothesized in this study to be

dependent on the user's perceptions, which can change over
time as well as vaïy from individual to individuar.
Dicti-onary definitions reflect the expansive nature of the
term:

" (a) the complex of crimatic, edaphic, and bioticfactors which act upon an organisir or an ecologicarcommunity_and_ultimately determine its form anásurvival- [and]
(b) the aggregate of sociar- and curturar conditionsthat infl-uence the r-ife of an individuar or
community" 7

The term's meaning in the biologicar sciences emphasizes
physical elements surrounding life-forms: the air, water and
l-and. rn the sociar sciences, emphasis is praced on

socioeconomic erements of the environment. Tn both
disciplines, environment can be site-specific, rocar,
regional, continental (national), intercontinental_
(international) or global.

Initial (first-generation) environmental Iegisl_ation
passed nearly two decades ago assigned a reratively narrow
definition to the term "environment', as inclusive of the
air, water or soir.8 Thre notion of human interaction with
the environment was not articulated at that time.

Knowledge of the relationships among life_forms
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increased markedì-y during the l-960's and 1970's. The science
of ecorogy and the application of its concepts by the social
sciences to human interrelationships grew in prominence. The

current trend in environmentar legisration is toward. an

enlarged definition of the term "environment". For exampfe,

Manitoba's Environme.nt Act, procraimed. in April 1988, defines
the term as: "(a) air, land and water; or (b) plant and

animal life, including humans".9

various survey research terms are used in this study and

are defined as follows:

Attribute a characteristic or quality that
describes an object
an enumeration in which all
members of a population are chosenfor examination

the theoretically specified
aggregation of all units of
observation

a list of units composing a
population from which a sample is
selected

a vehicle through which the units
of observation are sampled; in
this study, the sampling
instrument is a mail-out
questionnaire

an ans\^rer that conforms to the
dominant belief patterns among the
group to which the respondent
feels some id.entification or
allegiance

Census

Population

Sampling frame

Sampling instrument

Socially
response

des irab Ie
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Survey population

Unit of observation

Variable

the population that is actually
sampled; in this study,
"population" and "surveypopulation" are the same

an element or aggregation of
elements from which information iscollected; in this study, the
"units of observation" are
individuals

a logical grouping of mutually
exclusive attributes; a quantity
that may assume any one of a setof val-ues

1.5 METHODOLOGY

This study describes the atti-tudes and perceptions of a

population conposed of z}L índividuars who share the known
common characteristic of being erected by locar residents to
serve as Mayor of a Manitoba city, town or village, or as

Reeve of a Manitoba rural municiparity or locar government

district. These individuals were serving in the folrowing
capacities during this study:

Mayor of a

Mayor of a

Mayor of a

Reeve of a

Reeve of a

rural municipality

city

town

4 individuals

35 individuals
40 individuals

I05 individuals

L7 individuals

village

local grovernment district

To survey the environmental attitudes and perceptions
of these individuaJ-s, a questionnaire was deveroped to
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measure the variables conceptualized from the research

objectives. Prior to being distributed by mail to arl
individuals in the survey population, the sampling

instrument was subjected to an extensive mail-out pretest
involving members of various interest groups who had

participated in pubric meetings sponsored by Environment

Canada in Manitoba.

A maíI-out questionnaire was chosen in preference to
face-to-face or telephone interviews because of the wide
geographic distribution of the survey popuration and to
minimize the degree of bias resulting from socially
desirable responses. Environmental issues are viewed as

important in the public's opinion. There are indications
that, once environmental issues are erevated to prominence,

they armost always receive a higher l_evel of attention and

general concern than environmental issues which have not
gained public attention.l0 Because respondents in this
study were elected government officiars and there was a

perceived possibility of political posturing on the issues,
direct contact with respondents was avoj_ded.

Methodologicar deficiencies associated with mail-out
questionnaires are welr-documented. i I the questionnaire
deveJ-oped for use in this study was relativery rong, making

it particularly vulnerable to known difficulties such as
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non-response. Attempts to minimize problems of non-response

were made during the design of the questionnaire and its
administration. The pretest provided a guality control_

check on question wording and questionnaire rength.
Follow-up correspondence with individuals to whom the final
questionnaire was sent assisted in stimutating response.

The respondent-returned questionnaires were manually

coded onto transfer sheets according to a codebook developed

from the questionnaire format. The data $/ere subsequently
entered into an electronic storage fire for analysis. Random

verification of the fire was und.ertaken, using the originar
completed questionnaires and a hard-copy of the data fire.

The questionnaire data were computer analyzed using the
software package known as statpac Gord statisticial Analysis
Package.

1.6 LIMITATIONS

The descriptive survey undertaken in this study
measured attitudes and perceptions through a single
(one-time) census of a population of individuals. The

questionnaire was administered in 1983. rnferences from the
collected data are not possible outside this time frame.
The data, however, provide a baserine which subsequent
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research might use to measure change in environmental_

attitudes and perceptions of elected Manitoba municipal

officials over time.

In this study¡ no attempt is made to postulate or

establish causal relationships between documented attitudes
or perceptions and possj-ble instigative factors. The

literature contains numerous explanatory studies of
environmental opinions and actions, including age, I 2

educatioo, I 3 income, lq political orientation, ts

residencel 6 and social class. I 7

This study quantifies the individually herd attitudes
and perceptions of a subset of l"ianitobans who were elected
muni-cipar officials. No attempt is made to determine how

long respondents had been serving in their elected capacity
or their occupations outside of pubric office. Respondents

in this study could stand in a leadership role in affecting
or influencing local citizen opinion. At the same time,
respondents could also mirror the opinions of theír
constituents. The dual role of elected municipal officials
in shaping and in transmitLing public opinion was outside
the scope of this study.

Because of the anonymity of respondents in this study,
it was not possible to analyze regional differences in
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environmental attitudes and- perceptions .

The environmental issues chosen for inclusion in the
questionnaire reflect a mixture of general (such as air
pollution and littering) and specific (such as hydro
development in northern Manitoba and threats to lvinnipeg,s
drinking water) - Efforts were made to provide respondents
with a bal-anced list of environmental issues which wourd be
both topical and comprehensive. Because environmental- issues
are often multi-jurisdictionar, they are of potential
interest to municipal g:overnments.

The environmental issues chosen for this survey are not
exhaustive, and, white there may weJ-l be linkages among

specific environmental issuesr no inferences shourd be made

regarding environmental issues not measured.

I.7 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The results of this study wilr be of interest to
representatives of the federal, provincial and municipal
governments in Manitoba by providing background information
for inter-governmental interactions concernj-ng environmental
issues.

ïn the five years since this study's questionnaire was
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ad.ministered, inflationary pressures have continued to force
economic choices between environmentar quality and resource
development, yet demand for public invol-vement in
environmental decision-making has continued. since adoptíon
by Environment canad.a of the policy for pubric consultation
and rnformation Availabirity in 1991, participants have

grown more-sophisticated in their demands for and

expectations of cooperative decision-making interactions.
Public interest in environmental issues has not d.iminished,
and awareness by all parties of participation as a process,
as distinct from a product, has been sharpened.

A key issue addressed by Environment canad.a,s 19gr

Poricy was information avail-ability, the provision of
departmental information to the public. The legislated
right of citizens to access government information was

entrenched federally in 19B3 with the proclamation of The

Access to Information Act (Canada). The province of Manitoba
followed a year rater with passag'e of The Freedom of
fnformation Act (proclaimed in force on september 30, 19BB).

Both statutes estabrish processes whereby the pubric can

obtain copies of government records, subject to specific
exemptions.

As a corollary to the implementation of governmental
processes for formalized and informed public involvement in
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environmental matters, increasing consideration has been

given to the aug'mentation of existing legisl_ated channers

for public participation such as public hearings and

meetings. within the last few years, other procedures for
environmental conflict resol-ution developed in the united
states have encountered a receptive audience in canada.lB

canadian public policy for environmental_ decision-making
still relies heavily on public hearings and meetings, but it
1s also changing to incorporate notions of negotiation and

consensus buirding with regard to environmental matters.
second-generation federal and provincial legislation
reflects these chang:es to varying degreesr l9 as does

Environment Canadars Multistakeholder Consultation process,

initiated in 1984 to formally invol-ve federal and provincial
government officials, business, labour, environmental groups

and technical support personnel und.er the guidance of an

independent facilitator. 2 o

Experience with mediated resol-ution of environmental
issues in canada2l and. the united states22 has shown the
importance of the local government perspective. The intent
of this study is to provide a preliminary understanding of
the environmental attitudes and perceptions of elected
municipal official_s in Manitoba.
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I. B ORGANIZATTON OF THE PRACTICUM

chapter 2 provides information on pubtic opinion polríng
conducted in tr{anitoba by vari-ous agencies from Lgg2 to 1986

and serves as a reference for this studyrs results. chapter
3 documents the methods used. in this study. Results of
questionnaire administration and analysis are given in
chapter 4. chapter 5 summarizes the study's results relative
to its hypotheses and provides conclusions based on the
findings. Recommend.ations for integration of the study's
findings into evolving environmentar pubric policy
development are presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED MANTTOBA STUDIES

To assist in estabrishing and maintaining rerevancy in
provincial government policies and programs under its
authority, the lvlanitoba Department of Environment and
workplace safety and Hearth has commissioned opinion porls
to record the pubtic's views on environmentar- and

occupational safety and health issues.

This chapter contains detairs on the results of pubric
opinion polling undertaken for the Department in November

r9]z (prior to the survey administered. in this study), in
March I9B5 and in November 1986 (both subsequent to this
study's survey) . i

The purpose of this chapter is to provide information
on the environmental concerns and opinions of Manitobans.
Further detairs on the envi-ronmental opinions of the
Manitoba pubric from these three surveys are presented in
Chapter 4, where they are compared to the opinions of senior
elected Manitoba municipar- officiars (see sections 4.3, 4.4
and 4.6) .

24
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2.L M.ANTTOBA PUBLIC ENVTRON},IENTAI OPINTONS TN NOVEMBER Lg82

canwest survey Research corporation undertook a pubric
opinion survey in L9B2 to measure the views of Manitoba

adults (18 years of age or older) on three issues: (l) tfre

environment, (2) workplace safety and health, and (3) workers

compensation. The poIl was conducted during November by

telephone interviews of a random sample of 504 índividuars,
55 percent of which were residents of the city of wj_nnipeg

and 45 percent from across the province outside winnipeg.

The environmental portion of the survey had five
ob jecti-ves:

(1) To determine the degree to which the general
pubric was concerned about Manitoba's environment
in L982¡

(2) To measure the awareness of and revel of concern
for specific environmental issues;

( 3) To investigate the perceptions of the public
regarding' government responsibility for
environmental protection and how this
responsibility was being met in 1982¡

(4) To measure the willingness of the public to make
specific economic trade-offs for environmentalprotection; and

(5) To estimate the need and desire for increased
environmental information and education. 2

can!ùest found that environmental- issues v¡ere of
secondary concern to Manitobans in L9g2 (3 percent of
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mentíons). concerns about employment and the economy \dere

most important (L27 percent of nentions), followed by

social j-ssues (16 percent of mentions).

Nearly ni-ne out of ten Manitobans (87 percent) rated
the condition of the province's environment as good or very
good. Manitobans were fairly evenly divided in their
opinions as to whether some areas of the province's

environment needed improvement (52 percent) or whether

maintenance of conditions in rg82 \,vas acceptabre (46

percent) .

The majority of Manitobans felt the condition of the

Provj-nce's environment was about the same as other provincial
environments (43 percent) or better than most (37 percent).

lvlost Manitobans (67 percent) fel_t that the provincial
environment was protected the same or better in LgBz as it
was in 1977, and 52 percent thought environmentar protection
would be the same or better in Lgg7. Nearly four out of ten
Manitobans (31 percent) held the opinion that environmental
protection woul_d worsen from LgB2 to IgB7.

canwest measured the level of public concern in rg}2
for the specific environmentar issues of pesticid.e use,

transportation and disposar- of hazardous chemicals, acid
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rain, contamination of lakes and rivers, and industriar
emissions (air poltution). These issues were viewed by

Manitobans as being somewhat or very much a probJ_em as

forl-ows: contamination of lakes and rivers (75 percent) ,

industrial emissions into the air (56 percent),
transportation and disposar of hazardous chemicars (55

percent), pesticide use (51 percent), and acid rain (31

percent) .

of the Manitobans surveyed in l9B2 who thought that
contamination of lakes and. rivers, industrial emissions into
the air, transportation and disposal of hazardous chemicals,
pesticide use, and acid rain \Á/ere probrems, most fert that
responsibility for protecting the environment from these
risks rested with government or industry or both, depending
on the issue. For all issues except industriar emissions
into the air, government was viewed by the largest number of
Manitobans as being responsible for environmentar
protection; percentages ranged from a 10w of 38 for
transportation and disposal of hazardous chemicars to a high
of 47 for pesticide use. Environmental protection from
industrial air potlution was felt by 37 percent of
Manitobans to be the responsibility of industry, by 27

percent to be the responsibility of government, and by 23

percent to be the responsibility of both industry and

government.
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Approximately seven out of ten Manitobans who thought
that each of these issues was a problem arso expressed the
opinion that not enough attention was being directed toward
addressing the issues.

The majority of Manitobans surveyed in LgB2 fert the
costs of environmental protection should be shared by
government and industry, with industry paying the larger
portion.

Most Manitobans polled by canwest were wilJ_ing to make

economic trade-offs to protect the environment. specifically,
67 percent were of the opinion that industries should be shut
down if they did not meet pollution control standards and

that all lakes and rivers should be clean enough to swim in,
regardless of cost. six out of ten Manitobans (61 percent)
felt that agriculturar use of pesticides shourd be

substantially reduced, even if crop production was affected.
A similar number disagreed. with the statement that some

danger must be expected in transporting hazardous chemicals
because complete safety would cost too much. Approximately
half of the Manitobans surveyed (4g percent) indicated they
would accept a hazardous waste disposar site near their
community, if it was continually monitored, while only 29

percent were wirling to alrow such a facility to locate in
their area to generate local employment.
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Manitobans surveyed by canwest in rg82 considered
themselves to be moderatery weir-informed (50 percent) or
very well-informed (LZ percent) about increasing pollution
of land, air and water. However, 85 percent felt they did
not know what pollution contror standards were in place, and

nine out of ten indicated a desire to know more about
pollution control efforts. An increase in spending for
environmental education was supoorted by 77 percent of
Manitobans surveyed in L982.

2.2 MANITOBA PUBLIC ENVTRONMENTAL OPTNIONS TN MARCH 1985

As part of a pubric policy omni-bus, criterion Research

corporation surveyed the environmental opinions of 800 adult
Manitobans (18 years of age or order) in March 1985. All-
interviews v/ere conducted by terephone. Harf were city of
winnipeg residents, and half were Manitobans living outside
Irüinnipeg. The 400 interviews outside l,rinnipeg were

distributed across census divisions in proportion to their
share of the adult population. A further quota of 50

percent females and 50 percent males was utilized. Resul-ts

from winnipeg and non-winnipeg respondents were weighed

separately to correspond to the agre-sex distribution found
in the 1981 census of the province.

The Criterion survey was composed of questions
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concerned with the forl-owing environmental issues: (l)
provincial environmental conditions, (z) hazardous wastes,
(3) water poli-ution, and (4) acid rain.

Manitobans surveyed by criterion in l9B5 continued to
exhibit confidence in provinciar environmentar conditions 

"

As was the case in L982, nearly nine out of ten (86 percent)
rated the condition of Manitoba's environment as good or
very good.

when asked to compare environmental protection in 19B5

to that of five years before, 77 percent felt that the
Province's environment had the same or better protection,
and 74 percent thought environmentar protection would be the
same or better in 1990. These comparison figures were more

positive than they had been in LgB2 (see section 2.r).

Transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes were

viewed by 63 percent of Manitobans surveyed. in r9B5 as being
somewhat or very much a probrem in the province. only
one-quarter thought the province was doing anything about
hazardous waste disposal. rn contrast, seven out of ten
felt no provinciar efforts were being taken. The most

frequent response, when asked what the province was doing
about hazardous waste disposal, was "discussion,' or
"studyJ-ng the issue".
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Nine out of ten individuals surveyed in 1985 thought

that Manitobans needed to be better informed abouL the

problems of hazardous waste disposal in the province 
"

Nearly six out of ten Manitobans (58 percent) disagreed

with the statement that a certain amount of danger had to be

expected in transporting hazardous chemicals because

complete safety woul-d cost too much. This was consistent

with public opiníon in L982.

Criterion measured the opinions of Manitobans

regarding preferred ways to handle hazardous wastes, and

asked respondents whether they thought the government should

provide a hazardous waste disposal facility or whether

disposal of these materials should be left to private
industry. Approximately six out of ten Manitobans (63

percent) said the giovernment shourd build a facility, while

28 percent v/ere of the opinion that it shourd be provided by

industry. only 4 percent of tr{anitobans surveyed in 1995

felt that disposal of hazardous wastes should be completery

forbidden in the Province.

When asked how acceptable a hazardous waste disposal

facirity near their community wourd be, Manitobans surveyed

in 19B5 were generally positive; 65 percent concurred with
the local siting of a disposal facility. This level of
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acceptance was considerably higher than that recorded in
L982.

The issue of water pollution ericited the highest
leve1 of concern among Manitobans surveyed by criterion in
1985. The contamination of rakes and rivers was viewed by

82 percent as being somewhat or very much a problem in the
Province. concern for water pollution in 1985 increased
slightly from 1982 public opinion levels, where it was al_so

the issue of greatest concern.

when specifically asked about water quarity in the Red

River, 75 percent of Manitobans surveyed in 19B5 expressed

concern, and 9r percent felt that the provinciar government

should spend more money to improve Red River water quality.

The majority of Manitobans (78 percent) surveyed by

criterion in 1985 viewed acid rain as a probrem which was

somewhat or very important to them personarry. virtuarly
al-1 (96 percent) agreed that acid rain was an international
problem, but only 34 percent felt that acid rain was a
particularly serious problem in Manitoba.

2.3 MANITOBA PUBLIC ENVTRONMENTAL OPINIONS IN NOVEMBER 1986

A telephone survey of the environmental opinions of
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803 lt{anitobans was conducted in November 1986 by viewpoints
Research as part of the firm's fall economic omnibus.

Respondents were Manitoba adults (18 years of age or older),
chosen by systematic random sampling of the winnipeg and

llanitoba provincial terephone directories according to a

cruster sampring technique known as probability proportionate
to size sampling.3 sixty percent of respondents were

residents of the city of winnipeg, and 40 percent lived
outside Winnipeg. The male:female ratio was 48'-52"

Viewpoints' environmental

on the following matters: (I)

issues, (2) environment and the

of government and environmental

protection.

survey consJ-sted of questJ_ons

specif ic environmental

economy, and (3) the role
laws in environmental

As was the case in previous public opinion po1ls

conducted in r99z and 1985, the environmental- issues of
water porrution and hazardous chemicars ranked highest in
importance to lr{anitobans surveyed in 1986. contamination

of l-akes and rivers was viewed by 78 percent as being

somewhat or very much a probrem in Manitoba, forlowed by

transportation and disposar of hazardous chemicals (69

percent) and drinking water contamination (59 percent).

The majority of Manitobans (85 percent) surveyed in
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1986 v¡ere concerned about water quarity in the Red and

Assiniboine Rivers, and 90 percent were in favour of the
provincial government spending money to improve water
quality in these rivers.

other environmental issues that \^/ere assessed by

Manitobans to be somewhat or very much a problem to the
Province in 1986 were environmental spirls and emergencies
(52 percent), sewage treatment and disposal (50 percent),
smoke from agricultural stubble burning (4g percent), air
pollution (45 percent), and acid raj_n (42 percent). Over

eight out of ten Manitobans agreed that there shourd be

stricter controls on pesticide use (85 percent) and that
the Provi-nce should oppose in princíp1e the disposal of
nuclear wastes within its boundaries (82 percent).

I/üith regard to the environment and. the econofty, the
majority of Manitobans surveyed in 1986 herd two

interrelated views:

(1) social and economic factors should be considered whengovernments make decisions about the environment (86percent); and

(2) we shourd do_19re to protect the environment, even ifthis means additional costs for industry, taxpayersand consumers (85 percent).

Approximately two-thirds of Manitobans in 1986 were of the
opinion that there is a confrict between protecting the
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environment and long-term economic development in the
Province (69 percent) and between protecting the environment
and short-term provincial economic development (61 percent).

Mani-tobans surveyed by viewpoints Research in 19B6

expressed varying levels of satisfaction with the
performance of the provincial government in protecting the
environment; 27 percent were of the opinion that the
provincial government was doing a good or excellent job,
54 percent rated provincial environmental- protection efforts
as average, and 12 percent felt that performance was poor or
terrible.

Approximately four

surveyed by Viewpoints

regulations in place at
protect the environment

development. Over five

out of ten Manitobans (4f percent)

Research in 1986 felt that rules and

that time \¡/ere strong enough to
from potentially harmful economic

out of ten (52 percent) disagreed.

Recognition by Manitobans of the proposed new

provincial Environment Act was low in 19g6. only 14 percent
had heard anything of the statute, which was enacted the
following year. The majority of Manitobans who had heard
about the new Environment Act in 1986 felt that it would
strengthen environmentar protection in the province.
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The role of government in environmentar protection \^/as

viewed by most Manitobans in 1986 to be educating the pubric
about environmental issues, forr-owed by enforcing
environmental regurations and., thirdly, by conducting
research about the environment.

rn general, the majority of Manitobans surveyed. by
viewpoints fert the enforcement of environmentar laws i_n

Manitoba was too weak, as \,vere the penalties for breaking
these laws. Fifty-five percent said environmentar raws were
too weak, and 37 percent said they were adequate. whire 61

percent expressed the opinion that penalties for breaking
environmentar raws were too meagre, almost one-quarter (24

percent) felt the penalties vrere adequate.

I^Iith regard to individuars who intentionally porlute
the environment, most Manitobans (63 percent) said offenders
should simpry be fined and ordered to clean up the mess

rather than be criminalry charged and face possibre
incarceration. The majority of Manitobans (63 percent)
also felt that municipar governments found. to be responsible
for environmental porrution shourd be treated like private
companies or citizens guilty of similar offences.
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2.4 SUMMARY OF MANTTOBA PUBLIC ENVTRONMENTAI OPINTONS

In public opj_níon pol1s Ín LgB2, l_985 and 1986,

Manitobans expressed an overarl positive assessment of the
condition of the province's environment and a stabre
forecast for future environmental quality.

The majority of Manitobans were concerned about a range
of environmental issues, most particularly the contamination
of provincial- lakes and rivers and the transportation and

disposar of hazardous chemicals, which, from among dÍfferent
issues presented in each survey, scored consistently as most
Ímportant and second-most important to the province. rn
contrast, acid rain was seen by most Manitobans to be of
less importance rocarly, but of greater internati_onaI
importance.

An overall wilringness to live near a hazardous waste
disposal site was shown by the ma jority of r,ranitobans, with
the proviso that such a facility be continualty monitored.

Manitobans rooked to g:overnment to protect the
environment, to educate the public about environmental_

matters, and to enforce environmental laws. An ancilrary
role for industry in paying some costs associated with
environmentaf protection was noted in the rgg2 po1l.
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Environmentar issues v¡ere of secondary concern to
Manitobans in 1982. Four years later, a strong pubtic
a\,vareness of and support for the interaction of the
environment and the economy were recorded. This l_atter
result parallels pan-canadian public opinion pol1s in 1986

and 19BB (see Chapter 1) .
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CHAPTER 2 ENDNOTES

rcanwest survey Research corporation. LgBz. public opinion
study. study commissioned by the Manitoba oeffi
Environment and Workplace Safety and Health, 34 pp. + Lg6
appendices.

Criterion Research
Spring 1985. Study
of Environment and
230 appendices.

Corporation. I985. Manitoba Omnibus,
Commissioned by the @nt

Vüorkplace Safety and Health, 34 pp. +

viewpoints Research. 1986. Environment Report. study
conìml-ssÍoned by the Manitoba ffironment and
Workplace Safety and Hea1th , 40 pp. + L6Z appendices.

2Supra, CanWest, note I.
3For discussion of the probabirity proportionate to size
sampring technique, see E. Babbie, 1983. The practice of
Social Research, 3rd
ffishins

edition. Be1mont, CaliTõrnfa,
Company, 551 pp.



CHAPTER 3: I4ETHODOLOGY

This study of environmental attitudes and perceptions

of elected lrtanitoba municipal of f icials involved two phases:

(1) orj-entatíon and design, and (2) implementation.

orientation and design included formation of a study

team; review of rel-ated studies, background information and

survey research methodol0gy; devel0pment of a sampling

instrument; and definition of the survey population.

rmplementation consisted of administration of the

sampring instrument; development of a codebook; entry and

verification of survey data to computer storage, analysis
and interpretation.

This chapter provides further details on each of these

activities.

3.1 ORIENTATTON AND DESIGN

Funding for survey sampling was provided by

Employment and rmmigration canada, while the Environmental

40
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Protection Service (Manitoba District) provided general
administration, office accommodation, eguipment and supplÍes.

An interdísciplinary study team was formed to undertake
the investigation (see Appendix A). The author of this
practicum served as project Manager to d.irect, coordinate
and report on team activities.

During June and July 1983, activities centred on

orientation of the study team toward environmental issues and

the role of grovernments in regulating environmental matters;
on search for and review of related studies; and on

famiriarization with the survey research process and methods.

Questionnaire deveropment was accomplished as a group
activity, with assistance from the Director and other staff
of the Environmental protection service. The process

involved the identification of variables for each of the
research objectives (Table Z) and the drafting and

finalization of questions to measure the variabres.

The questionnaire was pretested during July 19B3

through a mail-out to 38 Manitobans who \¡reïe known to have
an interest in and knowledge of environmentar issues.
These individuars were selected by the process of isolating
Manitoba entries from Environment canadars lrlestern and
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TABLE 2

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESEARCH OBJECTTVES
AND VARTABLES MEASURED IN THE STUDY

Question Variable
Number Number Variable Name

OBJECTTVE (A) : TO DETERMINE DEMOGRAPFITC/DESCRTPTTVE
CHARÃCTERISTTCS OF MUNICIPAL OFFICIAIS

I 4004 population of present community
2 4005 Number of years in present community
3 4006 Population of chitdhood community
4 A007 present dwelling type
7 4010 Maintenance of garden
B A01I Highest leveI of education
9 A0I2 First language

10 4013 Frequency of warm weather outdoor
activities

11 4014 Frequency of cold weather outdoor
activities

L2a 4015 Interest in political affairs
L2b 4016 self-selected knowledge of political

affairs
rZc A0r7 self-setected placement on political

spectrum
13 A018-4025 political affairs sources of

information
L4 4026-4035 Membership in groups/associations
45 4213 Household income category
46 A2I4-A22I Children and thej_r age categories
47 A222 Respondentrs age
48 A223 Respondent's gender

continued
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

Question Variable
Number Number Variable Name

OBJECTIVE (E): TO DETERMINE ATTITUDES oF MUNTCIPAL
OFFICIALS REGARDING QUAITTY OF LTFE ÏN
MANITOBA

19 8058-8063 Most important probrems facing
Manitoba

20a 8064 Forced choice of greatest concern
20b 8065 Forced choice of second._greatest

concern
20c 8066 Forced choice of l_east conceïn
2ra B068 Forced choice of greatest concern

to lulanitobans
2Lb 8069 Forced choice of second-greatest

concern to Manitobans
2Lc 8070 Forced choice of l_east concern

to Manitobans
22a 8071 Forced choice of most threatening
22b BO72 Forced choice of second._most

threatening
22c 8073 Forced choíce of l_east threatening

OBJECTTVE (C): To DETERI{TNE oPTNIONS oF MUNTCTPAL OFFICIAIS
REGARDTNG LOCAL AND PROVINCIAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ISSUES

23

24

24

24

24

C074 Rating of condition of }lanitoba,s
environment now

C075 Saskatchewan compared with Manitoba
C076 Alberta compared with llanitoba
C077 British Columbia compared with

Manitoba
C078 Ontario compared with ÞIanitoba

continued
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TABLE 2 (COr¡rrNUED)

Question Variable
Number Number Variable Name

OBJECTIVE (C): CONTINUED

24 C079 euebec compared with Manitoba
24 C080 Atlantic provinces compared with

Manitoba
24 COBl The North compared with Manitoba
25a C082 Manitoba now compared with l0 years

ago
25b C0B3 Manitoba l0 years from now compared.

with today
27a C091-C104 Local environmental issues,

importance of
C09I Noise potlution
C092 Dutch elm disease
C09 3 }loscruito control
C094 Lack of green space
C095 Air pollution
C096 Water pollution
C097 Littering
C09B Loss of agricultural land

C099-C104 Other loca1 environmental issues
2Ba c114-c133 Provincial environmental issues,

rmportance of
C1t4 Proposed Garrison Diversion

Project
C115 Threats to Winnipeg's drinking

water
C116 Proposed nuclear laboratory at

Lac du Bonnet

continued
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TABLE 2 (CONTTNUED)

Question Variable
Number Number Variable Name

OBJECTIVE (c): CONTINUED

2Ba CLLT

Cl1 B

cI19
cL20

cI21
CI22

CL23

cI24
cI2 5

cLz6

cL27

cI2B-cl33

Overhunting
Ifercury pollution
Workplace hazards
Soil erosion
Acid rain
Urban expansion onto farmlands
Sewage disposal
Hazardous waste spills
Use of pesticides
Industrial emissions
Hydro development in northern
Manitoba
Other provincial environmental
issues

CI44 Danger in transporting hazardous
chemicals

Cl45 Knowledge of Manitoba pollution
control standards

CL47 Schools expenditures on
environmental education

C14B Local siting of hazard.ous waste
disposal

C149 Desire to know more about
lvlanitoba pollution control_

C157 Assessment of conservation efforts
C160 Pesticides and crop production
C161 Cleanliness of Manitoba

lakes/rivers and swimming

29

29

29

29

29

31

33a

33b

continued
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TABLE 2 (CONTTNUED)

Question Variable
Number Number Variabre Name

1B

OBJECTIVE (C): CONTTNUED

33c CL62 lvlotivations of industry in
environmental protection

36 CIB6 Social cl-ass concern for
environmental issues

37 CIBT Public adequately informed about
threats to environment, how often?

44 C2LZ Industrialization and
environmental damage

OBJECTIVE (O): TO DETER}IINE PERCEPTION OF },IUNTCIPAL
OFFICIALS AS TO WHAT CONSTITUTES
''ENVIRON¡4ENT''

D057 Definition of term "environment"

OBJECTIVE (E): TO DETERI{INE OPINIONS oF MUNICIPAL OFFTCIALS
REGARDTNG ROLE OF GOVERNMEI'IT IN
ENVI RONMENTAL MA,TTERS

26 E0B4-E090 Monitor environmental quality, who?

29 8146 Government spend more to protect
32 E15B-8159 Government champions, how often?
33d 8163 Government environmental strategy
4l-a 8193 Greatest obligation to protect,

which government?
41b 8194 Done most to protect, which

government?
42 8196-8206 Environmental agency quiz
43 E'207 Offer tax concessions,

acceptability of

continued
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

Question Variable
Number Number variable Name

OBJECTTVE (e): CONTINUED

43 E20B Offer reduced utility rates,
acceptability of

43 I.209 Build highways /railways,
acceptability of

43 8210 Reduce pollution control standards,
acceptability of

43 E211 Offer granLs/ínterest-free loans,
acceptability of

oBJEcrrvE (F): To DETERMTNE oprNroNs AND BEHAVïOUR oF
MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS REGARDING GOVERNMENT
PUBLIC- INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITTES

16a F054 Dealings with government on
environmental issues

16b F055 Dealings with government on
environmental issues, which
government?

17 F056 Attendance at public hearing or
meeting on environmental issues

34a F164 public concerned as much as ought
to?

34b F165-F169 Pubtic concern, what to increase?
35a F170 Involve public more in government

Plannin g,/de c i s ion-mak in g
35b F171-F1B0 specific activities to effectively

increase public involvement
35c FIB1-F185 Specific activity to most

effectively increase public
involvement

continued
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TABLE 2 (CO¡¡TTNUED)

Question Variable
Number Number variabre Name

OBJECTIVE (F) : CONTTNUED

38 F1BB Effectiveness of pubtic meetings
to express public's concerns

39a FlBg Attendance at Environment Canada
public meeting

39b Ft90 Cooperativeness of staff
39c F191 Staff knowledge
40 FL92 Awareness of Environment Canada's

Public Consultation Policy

OBJECTIVE (G) : TO DETERMINE ENVIRONMENTAL INFORI\4ATTON
SOURCES OF MUNICIPAL OFFTCTALS

15a G036-G044 Most trustworthy information source
l5b G045-G053 Most used information source
27c G105-GII3 Best information source for

local environmental issues
2Bc Gt35-G143 Best information source for

provinciaÌ environmental issues
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Northern Region mailing list for public consultatÍon

meetings. l Foll-owing the pretest, minor modifications were

made to the sampling instrument, primarily to rectify
ambiguities or unclear wording.

The sampJ-ing frame used for this study was an annual

publication of the Manitoba Department of Municipal Affairs
titled Municipal off_iciats; in Manitoba. The survey used the

1983 edition, which contained the 202 names and addresses of
arr senior elected Manitoba municipal officials, including
the Mayors of cities, towns and villages across the province

as wel-r as Reeves of provincial rural municipalities and

local giovernment districts. The Mayor of the CÍty of
Ialinnipeg, while included in this publication, was omitted

for this study.

3 .2 IIVIPLEMENTATION

The questionnaire (Appendix B) \,üas mailed to each seni-or

elected Manitoba municipal officiar outsid.e the city of
Winnipeg on JuIy 29, 1983, along' with a covering letter
explaining the study, its purpose and sponsorship, and the

importance to the study of the ad.d.ressee I s response. A

stamped, addressed envelope and postcard were al_so enclosed

in the questionnaire package. Respondents were asked to use

the envelope to return the completed questionnaire, and to
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identify themselves on the postcard and return it under

separate cover to ensure their name was removed from the

survey mailing list.

The mailing list consisted of file cards, one for each

Mayor and Reeve, transcribed from the sampling frame

listing. As each postcard was returned by mail, the

respondent's file card was removed, leaving the names and

addresses of senior elected municipal officials who had not

responded and information as to when the questionnaire had

been sent.

A second mail-out of questionnaires was sent on

August 26, 19B3 to all senior elected Manitoba municipal

officials outside the City of Winnipeg from whom postcards

had not been received. Included was a second covering

letter as we1l as an additional stamped return envelope and

postcard.

A codebook for the questionnaire was developed

subsequent to completion of the summer 1983 field work. The

codebook allowed the mutually exclusive attributes that
composed each variable measured by the questionnaj-re to be

converted to numerics for entry into computer storage and

subsequent analysis. The codebook described the location of
each variable in the data file and listed the codes assigned
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to the attributes composing each variable. The codebook was

used to direct the coding process and as a locational guide

during data analysis.

Data capture using the codebook and questionnaires

returned by respondents consisted of a two-step process:

(1) coding directry from the questionnaire onto ru1ed,
B0-column rBM Fortran coding forms (Form GxO9-0011-6

(2)

rl/M050); and

entering Lhe data from these forms intofile. a computer

The data were verified subsequent to entry through a

random selection of data fil_es and visual comparison of the
original questionnaire and codebook with a hard-copy of the
data on fil-e. Addit.ionally, during analysis, the d.ata files
were reviewed when probrems such as unallocated code values
were identified.

Anarysis of questionnaire data was undertaken using the
micro-computer capabilities of viewpoints Research and the
statPac Gold statisticar Anarysis package. The data fires
were transferred from storage on the university of },lanitoba

computer to portable disc. Minor reformatting modifications
were made to accommodate the software program.2

Data analysis for all research objectives consisted of
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the computation of frequencies for al-l code values of each of
the 223 varíabIes. Additionally, the range, mod.e and mean

values were calcurated for two ratio variables, A0o5 (number

of years in present community) and A222 (respondent age).

The frequencies of selected variables beginning with the
letters "8", rrcrr and 'Ett !.üere compared with the frequencies
of similar variables used to measure the environmental

opinions of the general Manitoba public in LgB2, 1985 and

1986 (see Appendices C-E).

The respondent-returned questionnaires, the codebook

and the data files have been deposited with the Natural_

Resources rnstitute at the university of Manitoba for
reference and use by other researchers.

3.3 HANDLING OF NON-RESPONSE

Non-response can be particularly problematic in
mail-out surveys, although it is a factor from which no

survey escapes.3 The difficulty associated with
non-response centres on the likelihood that non-respondents

differ significantly from respondents, so that estimates
based on the latter are biased.

There are two types of non-response; some individuals
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may refuse to answer any question (refusar non-response),

whire others may omiL serected responses (item non-response)

Non-response can be mitigated to some extent by preventive
efforts undertaken before the questionnaire is mailed out
and, afterwards, by attempts to contact non-respondents to
identify characteristics which wourd al-l-ow comparison with
known characteristics of respondents to determine the

possible degree of bias. a

Because the questionnaire used in this study was

comparatively lengthy, and because it was administered

during the summer horiday season when respondents might not
be available, non-response was viewed as a potentialry
significant factor. At the same time, because respond.ents

were elected government officiars and there was a perceive<l

possibility of political posturing on the issues, a d.ecision

was made during the design of this study to avoid direct
contact with these individuals. This would preclude any

subsequent definition of sarient characteristics of
non-respondents to attempt to measure the degree of possib]e
bias from non-response.

consequentry, during the design and pretesting of the
questionnaire, concerted efforts were made to ensure that
question wording was as clear, unambiguous and

non-threatening as possible to minimize or prevent
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non-response. care was also taken to develop a professional
appearance to the questionnaire booklet to encourage

respondent confid.ence in the survey and a desire to
participate in the study.

As a control, the procedures used in the questionnaire
mail-outs to the survey population were pretested, along with
the questionnaire itself, during an initiar- and reminder

mail--out to the pretest sample of Manitobans with known

interest in and knowledge of environmental issues. survey

literature indicates that response rate is correlated with
interest in the survey subjectr 5 and, therefore, the pretest
of individuals with known interest in environmental issues

might serve as a maximum standard agaj-nst which to measure

possible non-response by the survey population. The pretest
response rate was 74 percent (= 28/38 x 100).

This response rate accords werr with an assessment of
response rates undertaken by Babbie.6 He indicates that a

response rate of at l-east 50 percent is adequate for
analysis and reporting; a response rate of 60 percent is
good; and a response rate of 70 percent is very good.
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CHAPTER 3 ENDNOTES

lTo provide a comparison against which to gauge possibre
non-response from municipat officials, the pretest followed
the same procedures for questionnaire administration, in-
cluding folrow-up mail-out. T\azenty-eight pretest guestion-
naires were returned (= 74 percent response rate).

2These modifications consisted of left-justífying all
record entries in the data file and the subsequent colrap-
sing of all entries in each case to one record.

3Babbie, E. 1983.
edition. Belmont,
551 pp.

The Practice of Socia1 Research, 3rd
g Company,

Mason, G., B. McPherson, D. Hum, L. Roberts and A. Anderson.
1983. Survey Research Methods , 2nd edition. lrlinnipeg,
lnstitu ic Research, Faculty oi Arts,
The University of Manitoba, 27 B+ pp.

. Survey Methods in Social
York, Basic Books fnc.,

Moser, C.A. and G. Kalton. L972
Investigation, 2nd edition. New
549 pp.

4supra, Mason et aI. and Moser and Ka1ton, note 3.
ssupra, Ir{oser and Kalton, note 3.

6supra, Babbie, note 3.



CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DTSCUSSION

Analysis and discussion of the environmental attitudes
and perceptions questionnaire responses of senior elected
Manitoba municipar officials are presented in this chapter.

Section one (4.1) reports results of the administration
of the sampling instrument"

sectÍons two through seven provide information on the
variables measured in the survey according to the
objectives of the study, specifically:

Section 4.2 fobjective (a) ] demographic and other
descriptive characteristics

Section 4.3 fobjective (b) ] attitudes on the quality oflife in lvtanitoba

Section 4.4 [objective (c) ] opinions on environmental
]-SSUES

Section 4.5 fobjective (d) ] perceptions of the termttenvironmentrt

Section 4.6 lobjective (e) ] opinions on the role of
$;i::ffiå:.:i ma*ers

Section 4.7 [objective (f) ] opinions and behavj_our
regarding public
involvement programs of
government

56
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Section eight (4.8) details the sources of
environmental information on which senior elected Manitoba

municipal officials indicated they relied.

4 . L QUESTIONNAIRE ,ADMINIS TRATTON

A total of L46 questionnaires were completed by

respondents and returned. This represents a 73-percent

response rate (= L46/20L x 100). since the rate of response

from municipal officials is nearly the same as from

environmentally interested individuals who returned

completed questionnaires during the pretest (7+ percent) , it
is evident that possible bias from refusal non-response was

minimized.. Further, the similarity of the two response rates
indicates equally strong interests by the two populations

regarding environmental issues.

Figure I depicts the questionnaire returns from

municipal officials over time and shows that nearJ_y 50

percent (= 69/L46 x 100) were received after the second

questionnaire mail-out. This testifies to the effectiveness
of foIlow-up to increase response rates for mail-out surveys.

The use of separate, respondent-returned postcards to
determine the list of foll-ow-up mailings proved valuable in
this study. rt was not, however, a totarly accurate method
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of identifying all non-respondents. The assumption that
every respondent who returned a completed questionnaire
woul-d also send the postcard under separate cover was not
varid for either the pretest population or for municipal
officials; the postcard response rate (6a and 67 percent,
respectively) was 6 percent rower than the questionnaire

response rate for both populations.

4.2 DEMOGRÄPHIC AND OTHER DESCRTPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

senior erected Manitoba municipat officials who

responded to the questionnaire reported demographic

characteristics with regard to the following variables: age;

gender; education; first language; household income;

children and their age categories; dwelling type , size of
community and length of residence there; and size of
childhood community (see section 4.2.L). In addition,
respondents provided information on selected characteristics
descriptive of poriticar interest, knowredge, sources of
information and placement on the politicar spectrum;

membership in groups and associations; and outdoor activities
(maintenance of a garden and frequency of warm and cord
weather outdoor activities) (see section 4.2.2).
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4.2.1 DEMOGRÄ,PHIC CHARACTERISTICS

It{unicipal officials who responded to the questionnaire

exhíbited a wide age range from 27 to 79 years (Figure 2).

As a group, however, they were predominately older middle

age (sample average = 53.4 years).

Senior elected municipal officials in Manitoba in 1983

\{ere, for the most part, male; only four respondents were

female. This is an expected result, since the sampling

frame indicated that there were at least two and at most

four females Mayors and Reeves in Manitoba in 1983. The

four female respondents vüere 2J, 29, 42 and 50 years of age

in 1983.

Table 3 shows the highest level of education obtained

by respondents. Near1y half of municipal officials (43.8

percent) had attended secondary school, and approximately

four out of ten (38.5 percent) had attended university or

technical school.

All respondents spoke English, and 82.2 percent

indicated that English was their first language. Other

languages reported by respondents as their mother tongue

included French (5.5 percent), Ukraini-an (3.4 percent),

German (2.4 percent), rcelandic and Dutch (1.¿ percent each)



Figure 2. Age distribution of respondents, 1983.
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TABLE 3

HÏGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION REPORTED BY
SENIOR ELECTED MANITOBA Ì{UNICIPA.T, OFFICIALS, 19g3

Highest Level of Education Percent of Respondentsl
(n = 146)

Elementary school (up to

Secondary school (grades

Some university

University degree

Some technical school

grade 8)

e-L2)

15 .1

43.8

I4.4

13.0

4.8

6.2

1L

1.4

Technical school diploma/certificate
Other

No response

lPercentages do not total 100.0 due to rounding.
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and Polish, Flemish, Finnish and Armenian (0.7 percent each).

Annuar household income reported by municipar officials
in 1983 ranged from under $10,000 to over $45,000 (Table 4).

Nearry one-third ( 30. B percent) indicated their househol-d

income was $40,000 or greater. The largest group of
respondents (41.1 percent) reported annual household income

in the rangle of $20,000 to $39,999. Non-response to the

household income question was 6.2 percent.

Nearly all respondents (91.8 percent) had children.
The number of chirdren per respondent ranged from one to
more than seven, and approximately eight out of ten

respondents had children who were over the age of 2r (table
s).

Ninety-eight percent of municipal officiars rived in a

detached or mobile home in 1983. Most respondents resided. j_n

communitÍes which ranged in size from 100-999 (38.4 percent)

or 1r000-9,999 (41.1 percent), and nearly two-thirds reported

they had grown up in communities of these sizes (Tabre 6).
Approximately one-quarter of municipar officíats had grown up

on a farm.

The length of time that respondents had resided in their
present communities ranged from 1 to 72 years. The majority
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TABLE 4

HOUSEHOLD INCOME REPORTED BY
SENIOR ELECTED MANITOBA MUNICIPAT OFFICIAT,S, 1983

Level of Household fncome Percent of Respondents
(n = 146)

Under $10 ,000

$10,000 to SL4,999

$15,000 to $19,999

$20,000 to ç24 ,999

$25,000 to ç29 ,999

$30,000 to ç34,999

$35,000 to $39,999

$40,000 to ç44,999

$45,000 and over

Not stated

4.1

8.2

8.9

10.3

6. B

13.0

r1. 0

7.5

23.3

6.9
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NUMBER AND AGE
SENIOR ELECTED

TABLE 5

CATEGORÏES OF CHILDREN REPORTED BY
MANITOBA MUNICIPA], OFFICIA],S, 19B3

Number of Children Percent of Respondents
(n = 1-46)

0

t
2

3

4

5

6

7 or more

Not stated

6.8
4.8

28.L
23.L
15.B
r0.3
I.4
2.L
7.6

Age Categories of Children Percent of Mentions

Infant (<2 years)
Preschool (2 to <5 years)
Elementary school (5 to <13 years)
Teenage (I3 to <21 years)
Young adult (2I to <30 years)
Adult ( 30 years and over)

0.7
6.2

2L.9
34.2
45.9
37 .7
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TABLE 6

PRESENT AND CHILDHOOD COMMUNITY SIZE REPORTED BY
sENroR ELECTED MANTTOBA MUNICTPAL OFFTCIAIS, tgB3

Community Size
Percent of Respondents (n = 146) I

Present Childhood
Community Community

Farm

Less than 100 inhabitants

100 to 999 inhabitants

1,000 to 9,999 inhabitants

10,000 to 49 ,999 inhabitants

50,000 or more inhabitants

Not stated

L4.4

0

38.4

4t.l

4.I

0

2-r

26.0

0.7

31 .5

32.9

Á. 'l

2.7

2.I

IPercentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.
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of municipal officials reported stable tenure in their
present community of residence; averag'e length of time

present community was 39.2 years.

4 .2.2 OTHER DESCRIPTIVE CHARÀ,CTERTSTICS

All but three senj-or elected municipal_ official_s in
Manitoba (97.9 percent) reported an interest in current
political affairs. Approximately two-thirds (63.7 percent)

indicated their knowledge of poritical affairs was average,

while nearly one-third (3r.5 percent) fel-t their knowredge

v¿as above average. Four respondents (2.7 percent) who

reported an interest in current political affairs considered

themselves below averag.e in political knowledge.

The most frequently mentioned sources of information on

poritical affairs reported by municipal officials were

television (90.4 percent of mentions), newspapers (84.6

percent of mentions) and radio (72.6 percent of mentions).

Nearly half of municipat officials (49.3 percent)

defined themselves politicarry as right of centre, while
approximately one-quarter (22.6 percent) reported they were

poritically left of centre. Fourteen percent of respondents

placed themselves politically in the centre, equally between

left and right. one out of ten respondents (10.3 percent)

ln
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refused to place themselves on the political spectrum.

Approximately one out of seven municipat officials
(13.7 percent) did not belong to any group or association.

Table 7 lists the memberships reported by respondents

according to the group or association category. Of

particular note is the finding that membership of elected

municipal officials in political organizations and in
environmental interest groups was uncommont in fact,
membership in environmental interest groups (4.8 percent of
mentions) surpassed reported memberships in political_ groups

(2.7 percent of mentions).

In 1983, the majority of municipal officials (87.0

percent) maintained a garden. Nine out of ten reported

participation of varying frequencies in other summer outdoor

activities, while seven out of ten indicated they

participated in winter outdoor activities (table B) . It
appears from the questionnaire responses that outdoor

activities of a biweekly frequency or greater were slightly
more conrmon amongi municipal officials in the winter than in
the sunmer (58.0 and 50.6 percent, respectively).

4.3 ATTTTUDES REGARDING THE QUAITTY OF LTFE IN MANITOBA

senior elected Manitoba municipal officials were asked
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TABLE 7

ME¡,IBERSHIPS REPORTED BY
sENroR ELECTED MANTTOBA MUNTCTPAL OFFTCTATS, 1983

Group/Association Category Percent of l"lentions

Community organization (voluntary)

Civic/service group (appointed)

Professional association

Sportsr/recreation grou'

Trade union

Religious group

Environmental interest group

Political organization

Other groupsr/as sociations

51.4

48 .6

15.1

1r.0

7.5

7.5

4.8

2.7

6.2
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TABLE B

COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY OF REPORTED PARTICIPATTON
OF SENIOR ELECTED M.ANÏTOBA MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS

IN OUTDOOR ACTIVITTES DURTNG WARM AND COLD WEATHER MONTHS,
1983

Activity Frequency
Percent of Respondents (n = L46) r

Warm Weather Cold Weather

Not at all

A few times a year

About once a month

About 2-3 times a month

About once a week

About 2-3 times a week

Daily

Not stated

6.8

30. B

8.2

9.6

L6 .4

I7.L

7.5

3.4

25 .3

L3 .7

2.7

11.6

15.8

23.3

6.8

0.7

lPercentages do not total- I00.0 due to rounding.
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in an unprompted manner to indicate the most important

problems facing the Province in 1983 (see section 4.3.1).
They were al-so offered a tist of six issues of specific
concern and asked to rank the issues according to three

leve1s of ímportance (first, second and least), both to
themselves personally and, in their estimation, to Manitobans

(see section 4.3.2) . Similarly, a list of five dang.ers to
humans was presented for respondent ranking according to
those dangers which were most threatenirg, second.-most

threatening and least threatening (see section 4.3.3).

4.3.1 MOST I¡4PORTANT PROBLEMS FACING MANTTOBA

Response rate to the open-ended question regarding the

most important problems facing the province was 91.8

percent. The majority of municipar officiars fel-t that the

most important problems facing Manítoba in 1983 were

economic (69.2 percent of mentions) . Responses included

issues such as unemployment, particularly among younger

people; the deficit and interest on provincial loans; cost

of living and interest rates; inflation; taxes; and farm

produce prices to producers. Economic problems were

mentioned by respondents at least twice as often as any

other problem.

Problems concerning political, governmental or 1egal
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affairs received 32.2 percent of mentions. These included

lack of good government; too much government, regulation,
control and waste; rural versus urban emphasis; the New

Democratic Party provincial government; hydro development;

tourism; attracting industry; medicare and health care

prograinmirgt and the conditÍon of roadways.

Social/cultural problems received 29.5 percent of
mentions. These included bilinguarism; crime, vand.alism and

theft; alcohol and drug abuse; native peoples; social
assistance and welfare; and people demanding too much or
something for nothing.

Problems of a physical or environmental nature received
27.4 percent of mentions. Respondents' concerns i-n this
area included matters such as chemicals and their use; the

disposal of toxic wastes and chemical- containers; water
pollution, water quality and quantity; air pollution and

acid rain; land use, soil erosion, wildlife, forests and

recreation areas; Garrison Diversion project; garbage

disposal; and natural resources use, development and.

depletion.

The public opinion porling conducted nine months prior
to this study produced similar results; unemproyment and the
economy \,fere uppermost public concerns, fo110wed by social
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issues. Environmental issues were of concern to a small
portion of the public and were viewed as a secondary issue
in the public's mÍnd.

4.3.2 CONCERN FOR SPECIFIC ISSUES

This study's results from the unprompted question

regarding most important problems facing Manitoba are

reinforced by results from forced choice questions asking
respondents the degree of personar concern and d.egree of
concern they perceived was felt by Manitobans regarding six
issues: alcohor and drug abuse; porrution; the state of the
economy; women's rights; raci-al prejudice; and worker's
heal-th and safety (Tab1e 9) .

The state of the economy was of greatest concern to
65. B percent of senior elected Manitoba municipal officials
and was deemed by 75.3 percent to be of greatest concern to
all ManiLobans. pollution was an issue of secondary concern

to municipar officials (26.7 percent) and, ín the estimation
of 24.7 percent, to Manitobans. The state of the economy

and pollution were seen as being of reast concern by only
2.7 and 3.4 percent of respondents, respectively.

A similar forced choice question, but without the
i-nclusion of an economic i-ssue, was asked of the Manitoba



CONCERN FOR SIX ISSUES BY
AND PERCEÏVED BY

Issue

Alcohol/drug abuse

Pol-Iution

State of the economy

Womenrs rights
Rac j-al pre j udice

Vlorker health and safety

Not stated

TABLE 9

SENIOR ELECTED
THEM OF CONCERN

Personal Concern

First Second Least

MANÏTOBA MUNIC]PAL OFFICIALS
TO MANTTOBANS, t-9 B 3

IPercentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.

Percent of Respondents (n = 146) I

18.5

8.9

65.8

I.4

L.4

I.4

2.8

36.3

26.7

15. B

2.7

4.8

7.5

6.2

5.5

3.4

2.7

30 .8

41. I
8.9

6.8

Concern to Manitobans

First Second Least

13.0

3.4

75.3

L.4

0

0

6.8

26.7

24.7

L4 .4

6.2

4.8

14 .4

8.9

6.2

6.2

0.7

26.7

41. B

9.6

8.9

{
È
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pubtic in November L982. The public polring results
parallel the trends identified in this study, although the
magnÍtude of public concern was gireater for alr issues
(Table 10). An explanation for this may be that the
addition of an economic i-ssue to the question asked in this
study overshadowed the importance of the other issues,
because of the primary (first-order) importance respondents
in both this study and public opinion porling attributed to
economic matters.

4 .3. 3 SPECIFIC ISSI.IES THAT THREATEN

To measure the degree to which senior el_ected Manitoba
municípaI officials were threatened by possible health risks
associated with environmental i-ssues, respondents were asked
to choose from a list of five dangers to humans. T\¿o of the
dangers related to environmental issues (hearth risks caused

by pollution and by chemicals found in food).

Results indicate that environmental polrution was nearry
as threatening as crime/violence and the possibility of an

automobile/airplane accident, the two greatest threats chosen
by respondents (Table 1l) . Health risks from pollution \¡/ere

more threatening than health risks from chemicals found in
food.
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TABLE 10

SPECIFIC TSSUES OF GREATEST AND OF SECOND GREATEST CONCERN
TO SENIOR ELECTED MANTTOBA }{UNTCIPAI OFFTCTAT,S (1983)

AND TO THE MANITOBA PUBLIC (L982)

Issue

Percent of Respondents I

Greatest and Second Greatest Concern

to Municipal
Officials
(n = 146)

to Manitoba
Public 2

(n = 504)

State of the economy

AIcohol/drug abuse

Pol-lution

Worker health and safety

Racial prejudice

Women's rights

Not stated

81.6

54.8

35 .6

8.9

6.2

4.L

9.0

82. I

56. r

2L.T

L9 .7

14.5

6.6

lcolumns represent Lhe sum of the frequencies for two
varj-ables: (1) greatest concern and (2) second greatest
concern. Percentages do not total 200.0 due to rounding.

2CanWest Survey Research Corporation. L982. Public Opinion
Study. Study Commissioned by the Manitoba oe@
Environment and Workplace Safety and Health, 34 pp. + 196
appendices.
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TABLE 1I

DEGREE TO WHICH SPECTFTC TSSUES ARE VIEWED AS THREATENING
By sENroR ELECTED ¡{ANTTOBA ¡,UjNrCrpAL OFFrCrAr,S, 19B3

Percent of Respondents (n = 146)

Issue
Most Second Most Least

Threatening Threatening Threatening

Health risks caused
by environmental
pollution

Crime/viol-ence

Possibility of
automobile/airplane
accident

Health risks caused
by chemicals found
in food

Possibility of
accident at work

Not stated

2L.9

23 .3

26 "0

18.5

6.2

4.L

19 .2

26.7

L9.2

15. I

12 .3

6.8

L2 .3

r4.4

15. B

17.1

34 .9

5.5
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4.4 OPINIONS REGARDING ENVTRON}{ENTAI ISSUES

senior elected municipal officials were asked to rate
the condition of Manitoba's naturar environment in 1983, to
compare it with the Province's environmental_ condition in
L973, and to speculate on the condition of the provincial_

natural environment in 1993. They were also requested to
rate the condition of other provinciar and regj-onal

environments in comparison with Manitoba's in 1983.

Resurts from these questions are detailed in section 4.4.L.

A list of eight local environmental issues was presented

to respondents, who were asked to rate the importance of each

issue in terms of their home community. Forlowing thisr ân

open-ended question allowed respondents to indicate other
local environmental problems which they felt were arso very
important in their home community. Resurts from these

questions are detailed in section 4.4.2.

similarly, a list of 14 provincial environmental issues
was presented to respondents to rate in terms of each issue's
importance to l'{anitoba, foll-owed by an open-ended question
asking respondenLs to identify other provincial environmental
problems which, in their opinion, were arso very important
to Manitoba. Results from these questions are detailed in
section 4.4.3.
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Municipal officials were reguested to indicate the

degree to which they agreed with a series of five statements

concerning hazardous materials, pollution control, and

environmental education. Respondents were also asked to
choose the statement which best reflected their views from

among a series of statements dealing with conservation

efforts, pêsticides and crop production, cleanriness of
provincial lakes and rivers, and motivation of industry in
environmental protection. They were asked a series of
questions regarding social class concern for environmentar

issues, adequacy of public information on environmental

threats, and industrial-ization and environmentar damage.

Results from these questions are detailed in section 4.4.4.

4.4.r COMPARISONS OF CONDITION OF IUANITOBA' S NATURAL
ENVIRON},IENT

MunicÍpal officials rated the condition of Manitoba,s

naturar environment in t983 in a positive manner. Nearry

half (48.6 percent) viewed the environmental condition as

very good or good, while only 7.5 percent felt it was poor

or very poor. Four out of ten respondents (39.7 percent)

indicated that Manitoba's environmental condition in 1983

was acceptable.

The inclusion in this study of an environmental_

assessment category of "acceptabre,' makes it difficult to
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compare results with public opinion polting, where this
category was not included. As Tabre L2 shows, the public's
assessment of Manitoba's environmental condition in r9B2

and 1985 lvas similar. Generally the Manitoba public, like
municipal officials surveyed in this study, viewed

environmental conditÍons in the province in a positive
manner.

when asked to compare Manitoba's natural environmental_

condition in r983 with its condition ten years before (in
r973) and its expected condition ten years following (in
1993), municipar officials were generally pessimistic (Tabl_e

13). Approximately three out of ten felt Manitoba,s

environmental condition had deteriorated from rg73 to 19B3

(34.2 percent of respondents) and woul-d continue to worsen

to 1993 (35.6 percent of respondents). rn comparison,

approximately one out of ten munj-cipal officials perceived

the natural environment in Manitoba had improved in condition
(15.8 percent of respondents) and expected this improvement

to continue for the next ten years (L6.4 percent of
respondents).

As Table 14 indicates, municipal officiars surveyed in
1983 generally vi-ewed the condition of the natural
environment in ontario, euebec and British columbia as worse

than the condition of Manitoba,s natural environment (60.3,
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TABLE L2

COMPARTSON OF' ASSESS¡,IENT OF THE CONDTTTON
OF MANITOBAI S NATURAL ENVTRON},IENT

BY SENIOR ELECTED MUNICIPAL OFFTCIALS (1983)
AND BY THE MÀNITOBA PUBLIC (I9BZ and I9B5)

Percent of Respondents 1

Condition
of Natural r9B3 (n=146) rg'2 (n=504) r9B5 (n=800)Environment

Municipal Manitoba Manitoba
Officials public2 public3

Very good

Good

Acceptable

Poor

Very poor

Other or
not stated

8.2

40 .4

39 .7

6.8

0.7

4.L

16.1

70 .6

9.1

0.8

3.4

13. 9

7 L.5

11.6

1.5

1.5

lPercentages may not totar 100.0 due to rounding.
2canwest survey Research corporation. Lgg2. pubric opinion
*g9y'. study commissioned by the Manitoba oeffiEnvironment and workplace saiety and Hearth, ia pp. + 196appendices.

3criterion Research corporation. 19g5. Manitoba omnibus,gg+"9,1985-. study commissioned by trre MãTEõEã- o$rmåntor Envr-ronment and l,Iorkplace safety and Health, 34 pp. +230 appendices.
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TABLE 13

COMPARISON OF THE CONDTTION
oF MÄNTTOBA,S NATURAL ENVIRONMENT (1973_1993)

AS PERCEI\rED BY SENTOR ELECTED MUNTCIPAI OFFTCIAIS IN 1983

Percent of Respondents (n = 146)

Assessment condition of Manitoba I s Naturar Environment
Category

In 1983 rn 1993
compared compared
to L973 to t9B3

Better

The same

Worse

Donr t know

15. B

43. B

34.92

3.4

L6.4

33.61

3s.6

10 .3

4.1Other or not stated 2.L

lrncrudes one response (0.7 percent) between better and the
same.

2rncludes one response (0.7 percent) between the same and
worse.



Province

COMPARISON
AS PERCEIVED BY

Saskatchewan

Alberta

British Columbia

Ontario

Quebec

Atlantic provinces
(New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward
Island, Newfoundland)

The North (Yukon and
Northwest Territories)

TABLE 14

OF PROVINCIAL NATURAL ENVIRONiUENTAL CONDITIONS
SENIOR ELECTED MÄNITOBA MUNICTPAL OFFTCIALS, 19g3

Better than
Manitoba

7.5

8.2

L2.3

4.I

2.r

Percent of

The Same as
Ilanitoba

i Percentages

2rncludes one

Respondents (n = 140¡ t

Vrlorse than Don' t
Manitoba Know

58.2

39 .0

23.3

7.5

4.I

may not total 100.0 due

response (0. Z percent)

3.4

34.2

6.8

24.7

30 .1

60.3

44.5

22 .6

9.6

to rounding.

between the same and worse than Manitoba.

2I.9

19 .9

26 .0

19 .9

40 .4

NO
Response

l-4.4

4.L2

5.5

8.2

8.2 æ
UJ

8.2

8.9

5L .4

43 .2

8.2

8.9
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44.5 and 30-l percent of respondents, respectively). The

natural environment in Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Atlantic
provinces of New Brunswick, Nova scotia, prince Edward rsland
and Newfoundl-and was generally felt to be in the same

condition as Manitobars (58.2, 39.0 and 22.6 percent of
respondents, respectively) . The northern natural environment
in the Yukon and Northwest rerritori-es was generally
perceived by respondents ( 34.3 percent) to be in better
condition than Manitoba's naturar environment. An overalr
average of nearry one-third of respondents indicated they did
not know about the environmental condition in other
provinces; this was g'reatest with regard to the Atlantic
provinces (51.4 percent of respondents), the North (43.2

percent of respondents) and euebec (40.4 percent of
respondents).

4.4.2 LOCAI ENVIRONMENTAI ISSUES

The importance of eíght specified rocal environmental_

problems to senj-or elected Manitoba municipal officials was

ascertained in this study (fabl_e 15). Of greatest
importance to the home community of respondents were ross of
agricultural land (49.3 percent of respondents) and water
pollution (47.3 percent of respondents) . Littering,
mosquito control and dutch eIm disease were of some

importance to the home community of 44.5, 37 .o and 30. I



Local
Environmental
Issue

DEGREE OF I}ÍPORTANCE
TO SENTOR ELECTED

Noise pollution

Dutch elm disease

Mosquito control

Lack of green space

Air pollution

Water pollution

Littering
Loss of
agricultural land

TABLE 15

OF E]GHT LOCAL ENVTRONMENTAL TSSUES
MANITOBA MUNICTPAI, OFFTCIALS, 1983

Very
fmportant

Percent of Respondents (n = 146)

9.6

2L.9

30.8

15. B

2L.9

47 .3

33.6

49 .3

Of Some
Importance

24.0

30.1

37.0

17. B

2r.9

28.B

44 .5

24 .0

Of Little
Importance

35

24

2I

22

24

l_1

L4

I4

Unimportant

6

7

6

4

23 .3

18.5

6.2

36.3

25 .3

8.2

3.4

8.9

No
Response

B

I
5

2

I
t_

4

7

@
L¡

4

4
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percent of respondents, respectively. Over one-third of
respondents (35.6 percent) attached little importance to
noise pollution within their home community, and 36.3 percent

fert that lack of green space v¡as unimportant in their home

community.

The 1983 opinions of municipal officials with regard to
water pollution were markedly similar to the r9B2 views of
the Itlanitoba public on this issue (Table l6). Subsequent

public opinion polring in t985 and 1986 revealed the

importance of water porrution shifted over time, but water
pollution remaj-ned somewhat or very much of a problem to
approximately B0 percent of Manitobans.

Similar1y, air pollution was perceived by over 40

percent of munícipal officials in 19B3 and the Manitoba

public in 1986 as somewhat or very important (Table r7).

T\¡¡o out of ten municipal officials (19.9 percent) did
not respond when asked if, in addition to local
environmental problems presented in the questionnaire, there
v¡ere others of importance to their home community. Another
four out of ten (43.8 percent) indicated there were nc other
environmental problems of importance to their community.

l\^¡o out of ten (20.5 percent) fert there were other local
environmental problems rerating to land management,



TABLE 16

DEGREE OF I¡4PORTANCE OF WATER POLLUTION T'O SENTOR ELECTED IIUNTCTPAL OFFTCTALS (1983)
AND TO THE MANITOBA PUBLIC (1982, 1985 AND 1986)

Degree of
Importance

Very important
(very much)

Of some importance
( somewhat)

Of little importance
( slightly)
Unimportant
(not at all)
Not stated

1983 (¡=146)

Municipal
Of f icial-s

lPercentagles may not total I00.0 due to rounding.
2CanWest Survey Research Corporation. IgB2. Public Opinion Study. Study CommissionedbytheManitobaDepartmentofEnvironmentandHeattñ.
3Criterion Research Corporation. 1985. Manitoba Omnibus, Spring 1985. StudyCommj-ssionedbytheManitobaDepartmentõE-EafetyãndHea1th.

Percent of

L982 (n=504)

Manitoba
Public2

47 .3

28.8

11.6

8.2
4.1

aviewpoints Research. 1986.
Department of Environment and

Respondents I

I9B5 (¡=800)

Manitoba
PubIic 3

46.6

28.4

11 .5

9.5
4.0

51. B

30. 0

12.6

2.7
2.9

Environment Report.

t9 B6 (¡=80 3)

Manitoba
Publica

Workplace Safety and Health.

33. 3

44 .6

17.2

3.4
1"6

Study Commissioned by the Manitoba

æ{
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TABLE T7

DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE OF AfR POLLUTION
TO SENIOR ELECTED MUNICTPAL OFFICTALS (1983)

AND TO THE MANTTOBA PUBLTC (1986)

Percent of Respondents

Degree of
Importance 1983 (n=l46)

Municipal
Officials

19B6 (n=803)

Manitoba
PubIic I

Very important
(very much)

Of some importance
( somewhat)

Of little importance
( slightly)

Unimportant
(not at all)

Not stated

2L.9

2L.9

24.7

25 .3

6.2

L4.7

30.3

34.1

l.9.7

I.2

iViewpoints Research.
Commissioned by the
Workplace Safety and

Environment Report. Study
ffionment and
40 pp. + L62 appendices.

1986.
Manitoba
Health,
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including agricultural chemicals and soil erosion. V,Iater

management problems, including water quality, drainage and

flooding, !úere reported by 11.0 percent of respondents,

while problems relating to human settlement, primarily
sewage and garbage disposal, v¡ere mentioned by 6. B percent

of municipal officials.

4. 4. 3 PROVINCIAL ENVIRONMENTAI ISSUES

Senior elected municipal officials were asked in this
study to provide an assessment of the importance to the

Province of Manitoba of 14 specified environmental- problems

(Tabl-e 18). Of greatest individual importance to

respondents, in descending order of magnitude, were the

Garrison Dj-version Project in the United States and

hazardous waste spills (63.0 percent of respondents each),

soil erosion (58.2 percent of respondents), sewage disposal
(57.5 percent of respondents), threats to Winnipeg's

drinking water and urban expansion onto farmlands (56.2

percent of respondents each), and the use of pesticides
(50.7 percent of respondents). hlorkplace hazards were

viewed by respondents (57.5 percent) as an important

secondary issue. The nuclear facility at Lac du Bonnet and

hydro deveropment in northern Manitoba \¡/ere perceived by

municipar officials as unimportant (8.9 and 6.2 percent,

respectively). No respondenL felt sewage disposal was



Provincial
Environmental
ïssue

DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE
TO SENTOR ELECTED

Garrison Diversion Project

Threats to Winnipeg's
drinking water

Nuclear laboratory
at Lac du Bonnet

Overhunting

Mercury pollution

Workplace hazards

Soil erosion

Acid rain

TABLE 18

OF L4 PROVINCIAL ENVTRONMENTAL TSSUES
MANïTOBA MUNICIPAI OFFICIALS, 1gB3

Very
fmportant

Percent of Respondents (n = 146) I

63

56

36

37

37

19

5B

37

See next page for footnotes.

Of Some
Importance

28.12

34.2

37 .7

39 .0

42.52

57.5

30.8

38.4

3

7

of Lirtle
Importance

9

2

7

5.5

)'7

15. B

1B.s

L4 .4

15. B

7.5

17. B

Unimportant No
Response

B

2

9

7

3

0

4

7

I

2

4

I

\0
(>

continued



Provincial
Environmental
ïssue

Urban expansion
onto farmlands

Sewage disposal

Hazardous waste spills

Use of pesticides

Industrial emissions

Hydro development
in northern Manitoba

TABLE 18 (CONTTNUED)

Very
Important

I Percentages

2Includes one

Percent of Respondents (n = 146) I

56.2

57.5

63.0

50.7

40 .4

43.2

Of Some
Importance

not not total 100.0 due

response (0.7 percent)

31.5

36.3

26 -7

39 .0

44.52

32 -9

Of LittIe
Importance

6.8

3.4

6.2

6.2

8.2

15.1

Unimportant

to rounding.

between very important and of some importance.

2.7

0

0.7

2.I

2.7

6.2

No
Response

2.7

2.7

3.4

2.L

4.1

2.7

\o
ts
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unimportant.

The overall importance of all provincial environmental
probrems presented in this study to municipal officials for
assessment was high; between seven and nine out of ten

respondents indicated these issues were somewhat or very

important (Tabre 19). As might be expected, the overall
ranking of importance was inversery proportional to the

degree of litt1e or no importance of the provincial
environmental issues to respondents.

Non-response to questions pertaining to provincial
environmental- issues was less than for guestions concerningr

local environmental issues (L.4 to 4.I and 3.4 to 7.5

percent of respondents, respectively). At the same time,
the provincial environmental issues presented to respondents

in this study generated greater assessment of overarl
importance than did locaI environmentar issues (see Tables

t5 and lB, pages 85 and 90-9f).

Acid rain, sewage disposal, use of pesticides and
j-ndustrial emissions were provincial environmentar issues

incl-uded in pubric opinion polling conducted in Manitoba.

rn all but one pol1, these issues vrere rated as somewhat or
very important by a greater percent of municipal officials
in this study than by the Manitoba public (Table 20) .



Provincial Environmental Issue

TABLE 19

OVERALL TMPORTANCE OF L4 PROVINCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
TO SENTOR ELECTED MÃNITOBA MUNTCIPAL OFFICIALS, 19B3

Sewage disposal

Garrison Diversion project

Threats to Winnipeg's drinking water

Hazardous waste spil1s

Use of pesticides

Soil erosion

Urban expansion onto farmlands

Industrial emissi-ons

Mercury pollution

Vtorkplace hazards

Percent

Somewhat or
Very Important

See next page for footnote.

of Respondents (n=I46) 1

Little or
No rmportance Not stated

93.8

91

90

B9

B9

B9

B7

B4

79

77

4

7

3.4

6.9

5.4

6.9

8.3

8.2

9.5

10. 9

17.8

19.2

0

7

9

2.7

2.r

4.L

3.4

2.I

2.7

2.7

4.L

2.7

3.4

continued
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Provi-ncia1 Environmental Issue

Overhunting

Hydro development i-n northern Manj_toba

Acid rain

Nuclear laboratory at Lac du Bonnet

lPercentages may not total I00.0 due to rounding.

TABLE 19 (CONTTNUED)

Percent of

Somewhat or
Very Important

76.7

76.r

76.r

74.0

Respondents (n=146) I

Little or
No rmportance Not stated

21.2

2I.2

20.5

24 .7

2.L

2.7

3.4

L.4
\o
rÞ



TABLE 20

DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE OF ACID RAIN, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, USE OF PESTICIDES
AND TNDUSTRTAL EMTSSTONS TO SENTOR ELECTED MUIJTCTPAL OFFTCTALS (1983)

AND TO THE MANTTOBA PUBLTC (L982, I9B5 AND 1986)

Issue and
ïmportance

ACID RAIN

Very important (very much)
Of some importance (somewhat)
Of little importance (slightly)
Unimportant (not at all-)
Not stated

SEWAGE DISPOSAL

Very important (very much)
Of some importance (somewhat)
Of little importance (s1ightly)
Unimportant (not at all)
Not stated

USE OF PESTTCIDES

Very i-mportant (very much)
Of some importance (somewhat)
Of little importance (s1ight1y)
Unimportant (not at alI)
Not stated

1983 (¡=146)
Municipal
Officials

Percent of

L982 (n=504)
Manitoba

Publ-ic 2

See next page for footnotes.

37 .7
38.4s
T7.B
2.7
3.4

57.5
36.3
3.4
0
2-7

Respondents I

1985 (¡=800)
Manítoba
Public 3

14 .5
16. 3
t3.7
30 .0
25 .6

50 .7
39 .0
6.2
2.r
2.L

n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s

I9B6 (n=803)
Manitoba

Publ-ica

45.9
32.3
13.5
5.6
2.7

25 .4
25 .6
22 .4
18.5
B.I

n. s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n. s.

18.
23.
31.

B

3
t
0
7

20
6

I9
30
25
1B

6

n. s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

3
5
5
.)
J

4

\o
(n
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Issue and
Importance

TNDUSTRIAI EMISSTONS

Very important (very much)
Of some importance (somewhat)
Of little importance (slightly)
Unimportant (not at all)
Not stated

lPercentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.
2CanWest Survey Research Corporation. IgB2. Public Opinion Study.
3Criterion Research Corporation. 1985. Manitoba Omnib_us, Spring 1985.
aviewpoints Research. l-9 86 . Env;lggnment Report.
5Includes one response (0.7 percent) between very important and of some importance.
6n.s. = not sampled

TABLE 20 (CONTTNUED)

1983 (¡=146)
Municlpal
Officials

Percent of

L982 (n=504)
Manitoba
PubIic2

40 .4
44.5s
8.2
2.7
4.L

Respondents I

19 85 (n=800 )

Manitoba
Public 3

25.2
30 .4
16. 9
2I .4
6.2

1986 (n=803)
Manitoba

Publ-ica

n. s.
n. s.
n. s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s \o

o\
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Acid rain was the only environmental issue for which

data were gathered from the public in each polling year.

Results indicate the importance of acid rain to the public
in Manitoba varied from year to year; as an issue of some or

very much importance, it ranged from a low of 30. B percent

(L982) to a high of 78.2 percent (1985). Acid rain was rated
nearJ-y two-and-one-half times as important, either somewhat

or very, by municipal officials responding to this study as

by the }4anitoba public surveyed nine months before this
study.

similarly, municipal officiats rated sewage disposal as

a somewhat or very important environmental issue nearly
twice as often as the Manitoba public surveyed three years

later in 1986. sewage disposal was arso a very important

environmental issue to municipar officials three times more

than it was to the Manitoba public.

The use of pesticides and industrial emissions \¡jere

both rated as somewhat or very important by a greater
percentage of mi:nicipal officials in 1983 than the Manitoba

public surveyed in 1982. As was the case with sewage

disposal, the greatest differences were in the "very
important" category.

Nearly three out of ten municipal officials (27.4
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percent) did not respond when asked if there were

environmental problems of ì-mportance to Manitoba other than

those presented in the questionnaire. An additional four
out of ten (44.5 percent) indicated they did not think there
were any other envÍronmental problems of importance to the

Province. one out of ten (10.3 percent) fert there were

other provincial environmental- issues relating to land

management, incruding the preservation of agricultural land

and natural ecosystems, and witdlife problems. water
management issues, including water quality, pollution,
drainage and flooding, were reported by 9.6 percent of
respondents, while issues rerating to human settlement, such

as transportation of dangerous good.s and automobile-related
problems, were mentíoned by 6. B percent of municipal
of f icial-s.

4.4.4 OTHER ENVIRONMENTAI TSSUES

In this study, senior elected Manitoba municipal

officials provided their opinions on two statements about

hazardous materiars, two statements about provincial
polrution control, and one statement about environmentar

education. These statements were arso used in public
opinion polling in Manitoba, and, therefore, comparison of
the views of municipal official-s and the Manitoba public is
possible.
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TabIe 21 lists the opinions of municipal officials
regarding hazardous materials, provincial- pollution control,
and environmental education statements. Respondents most

strongly agreed with the statements:

(a) "I would like to know more about pollution control in
Manitoba" (37.0 percent of respondents);

(b) "l,lore money should be spent on environmental education
in our schools" (35.6 percent of respondents); and

(c) "A certain amount of danger has to be expected in
transporting hazardous chemicals because complete
safety would simply cost too much" (26.7 percent of
respondents).

These three statements also received the greatest overall_

agreement by municipal officials IZa.A percent strongly or

moderatery agreed with (a) and (b), and 65.1 percent strongly
or moderately agreed with (c) ].

The only statement to which a majority of municipal

officiars did not agree concerned the siting of a hazardous

waste disposal facilíty near their community. Responses to
this statement were divided¡ 45.2 percent agreed, while

49.3 percent disagreed.

Although municipal officials \^/ere relatively accepting

of danger from transporting hazardous chemicals in a general

sense, they were less willing to specificalty 1ive near a

hazardous waste disposal site. This is a reversal of the

resul-ts from public opinion polling on these two issues, and.



TABLE 2T

OPINTONS OF SENIOR ELECTED MANTTOBA ITIUNICTPAL OFFICIALS
REGARDING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, PROVINCIAL POLLUTION CONTROL,

AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION, 1983

Statement

A certain amount of danger
has to be expected in
transporting hazardous
chemicals because complete
safety would simply cost
too much.

A disposal site for
hazardous wastes would be
acceptable near my
community if it was
continually monitored.

I don't really know what
pollution control standards
exist in Manitoba.

I would l-ike to know more
about pollution control in
Manitoba.

More money should be spent
on environmental education
in our schools.

Strongly
Agree

Percent

l4ode rate 1y
Agree

26 .7

lPercentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.

of Respondents (n = 146) I

Irlodera te I y s trong ly No
Disagree Disagree Opinion

L4.4 30.8

38.4

17.8 39.0

37.0 4t.B

ls.8

35 . 6 43.2

77 .8

15. B

No
Response

22.6

3t.5 2.7

6-2

8.2 5.5

lt.0

3.4

2.L 7.5

3.4

4.8

P
O
O

6.8

0.1 4.8

5.5
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is due to the fact that municipal officiars who responded to
this study were more tolerant regarding transportation of
hazardous chemicals than was the Manitoba pubric surveyed in
L982 and 1985 (Table 22) . Nearly two-thirds of municipal
officiars (65.r percent) and approximately one-third of the
public (37.3 percent) agreed moderately or strongly that a

certain amount of danger has to be expected because comprete

safety woul-d cost too much. The wilringness of municipal

officials and the Manitoba public surveyed nine months before
this study to allow a continually monitored disposal site for
hazardous wastes near their community \^/as approximately the

same (45.2 and 49.4 percent, respectively). Of note is the

fact that public opinion shifted between L982 and r9B5

toward greater acceptance of a local site for hazardous

wasLes (from 49.4 to 63.5 percent, respectively).

Three out of ten municipal officials (30.8 percent)

felt they knew, either moderately or strongly, about

Manj-toba pollution control standards, while a majority (56.8

percent) indicated a moderate or strong lack of knowledge in
this area (Table 2l-). Over three-quarters of municipal
officials surveyed (78.8 percent) wanted to know more about

pollution control in the province. rn comparison to the

Manitoba pubric surveyed in 1982, a greater percentage of
municipal officials in this study defined themserves as

knowledgeable about provincial pollution control standards



TABLE 22

COMPARISON OF OPINTONS OF SENIOR ELECTED MUNICTPAL OFFTCIALS (1983)
AND THE MANITOBA PUBLIC (1982 AND I9B5)

REGARDING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, PROVINCIAL POLLUTION CONTROL, AND ENVIRON},IENTAL EDUCATION

Statement and Opinion

A certain amount of danger has to be expected
in transporting hazardous chemicals because
complete safety would simply cost too much.

Agree (moderately or strongly)
Disagree (moderately or strongly)
No opinion or not stated

A disposal site for hazardous wastes would be
acceptable near my community if it was
continually monitored.

Agree (moderately or strongly)
Disagree (moderately or strongly)
No opinion or not stated

See next page for footnotes.

t9B3 (¡=146)
Municipal
Officials

Percent of Respondents t

1982 (n=504)
Manitoba

Pub 1ic 2'

65.1
31. 6
3.4

19 B5 (¡=800 )

Manitoba
Public 3

4s.2
49 .3
5.5

37 .3
sB.1
4.6

49 .4
45. B

4.8

39 .6
57.6
2.8

conti-nued

H
O
N)

63.5
33. B

2.7



Statement and Opinion

I don't real-ly know what pollution control
standards exist in Manitoba.

Agree (moderately or strongly)
Disagree (moderately or strongly)
No opinion or not stated

I would like to know more about pollution
control in Manitoba.

Agree (moderately or strongly)
Disagree (moderately or strongly)
No opinion or not stated

More money should be spent on environmental-
education in our schools.

Agree (moderately or strongly)
Disagree (moderately or strongly)
No opinion or not stated

TABLE 22 (CONTTNUED)

lPercentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding.
2canWest Survey Research Corporation. IgB2. Public Opinion Study.

I9B3 (n=146)
Municipal
Officials

3Criterion Research Corporation, 1985.
4n.s. = not sampled

Percent of Respondents I

1982 (¡=504)
Manitoba
Public 2

56
30
L2

B

B

3

7B
B

13

1985 (n=800)
Manitoba
PubIic 3

B

3
0

84.5
t3.r
2.4

7B
1s

5

Manitoba Omnibus, Spring 1985.

B

B

5

89.5
7.9
2.6

n
n
n

S

S
c

76.8
18.1
5-2

n
n
n

S

S

S

tso
t^J

n
n
n

s
S

s
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(13.1 and 30.8 percent, respectively; Tab1e 22) .

I4unicipal officials surveyed in 19B3 and the Manitoba

public surveyed in 1982 both expressed strong support for
increased funding for environmental education in provincial

schools (78.8 and 76.8 percent, respectively; Table 22).

Three statements offering different perspectives on each

of four environmental issues were presented to municipal

officials, with the request that they choose the statement

in each set which most nearly agreed with their views on the

issue. The second (middle) statement in each set was drafted

to present a status guo or moderate view, from which the

first and third statements diverged in opposite perspectives.

The four sets of statements were:

(r) Conservation efforts wil-1 enhance the present quality
of the natural environment.

Conservation efforts are sufficient to protect the
present quality of the natural environment.

Conservation efforts are not sufficient to protect
the present quality of the natural environment.

(2) V'ie must substantially reduce the agricultural use of
pesticides, even if this affect.s crop production.

Crop production and pesticide use should be held at
current levels.

Crop production must be increased, even it that means
an increase in the use of pesticides.



(3)

(4)
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AIl of Manitoba's lakes and rivers should be cl-ean
enough to swim in, regardless of cost.

It would be all right if most Manitoba lakes and
rivers were clean enough to swim in"

It would be acceptable if only lakes and rivers in
recreational areas were clean enough to swim in.

Industry is guided by its sense of responsibility in
taking measures to protect the natural environment.

Industry is sensitive to public concerns, and will
act to protect the natural environment if costs are
1ow.

Industry is guided only by its desire for profit, and
must be compelled to take measures to protect the
natural environment.

Figures 3 to 6 depict the frequency of responses to

these four sets of statements. The opinions of municipal

officiars regarding enhancement or protection of the natural
environment through conservation efforts and regarding the

use of pesticides and crop production v¿ere fairly evenly

divided (Figures 3 and 4, respectively). In contrast,

nearly half of respondents (49.3 percent) felt that most

lakes and rivers, but not all and not just those in
recreation areas, should be clean enough for swimming;

approximately one-third (34.2 percent) indicated a

willingness to pay undefined costs to ensure that all
provincial lakes and rivers were suitable for swimming

(Figure 5). The motivations and sensitivities of industry
with regard to environmental protection \^/ere perceived by

nearly sÍx out of ten mu¡icipal officials (57.5 percent) to



Figure 3.

26 .72

35.6r

33.6r

Conservation
the present

Conservation
protect the
environment.

efforts are not
present guality

suffieient to
of the natural

I06

Opinions of senior elected I'lanitoba municipal
officials regarding enhancement or protection
of the natural environment through conservation
effortsr 1983.

Conservation efforts will enhance the present
quality of the natural environment.

efforts are sufficient to protect
quality of the natural environment.

ffi*

4.1t n No response
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Opinions of senior elected lvlanitoba municipalofficials regarding the use of pesticides ánd
crop production, 1983.

Figure 4

27 .42
We must substantia
use of pesticides,
production.

IIy reduce the
even if this

agricultural
affects crop

if
28.r8 m

l"^+ li;; : i;" : "".
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ryi.:ii;'"."% #"..#iü
t:r"1"'.t¡;:U:t:; : i i ii:; J:3.."" 3 o"oo !
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?c, -?o, E:;l Crop production and pesticide use should ber> ' t " l.: J herd at current revers.

Crop production must be increased, even
that means an increase in the use of
pesticides.

4.srn No response and missing data
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Opinions of senior
officials regarding
rivers, 1983.

elected Manitoba municiPal
cleanliness of lakes and

Fígure 5.

34.22

49.32 It would be all
and rivers were

right if most
clean enough

Manitoba lakes
to swim in.

All of Ì4anitoba's lakes
clean enough to swim in

and rivers should be
, regardless of cost.

8.e3ffi ft would be acceptable
rivers in recreational
enough to swim in.

if only lakes and
areas vJere clean

7.62 t] No response and missing data
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Opinions of senior elected l.{anitoba
officials regarding the motivations
for environmental protection, 1983.

municipal
of industry

Figure 6.

10. 3?

26.02

57.58

Industry is guided by its
responsibility in taking
the natural environment.

sense of
measures to protect

Industry is sensitive to public concerns, and
wilI act to protect the natural- environment
if costs are low.

Industry is guided only by its desire for
profit, and ¡nust be compelled to take measures
to protect the natural environment.

áooooootoooooooo

ooooooooo
oooooooooooo

ooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

ooooooooooo

.ooooooooooooooooo

,oooooo

6.2t [-l No response and missing datall
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be based on profit consíderations such that industry must be

compelled to undertake environmental protection measures

(Figure 6).

Over eight out of ten municipal official_s surveyed in
this study felt either that the lower, middle and upper

classes share an equal concern about environmental issues

(49.3 percent of respondents) or that the midd]e class shows

more concern about these issues (34.2 percent of
respondents). Only one out of ten municipal officials
perceíved environmental issues as being of greatest concern

to the upper crass (6.2 percent of respondents) or the lower

class (4.1 percent of respondents).

A majority of respondents (62.3 percent) felt the public
is adequately informed about threats to the natural
environment, while over one-third ( 36. 3 percent) held the

opinion that the public is rarely or never informed of these

matters.

In response to the question, "do you think that
industrialization can progress without increasing damage to
the natural environment?", nearly two-thirds of municipal

officials (60.3 percent) indicated affirmatively,
approximatery one-third (32.9 percent) indicated negatively,
and 5.5 percent indicated they did not know.
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4.5 PERCEPTIONS OF THE TERM ''ENVIRONMENT''

To determine the degree to which the term "environment"

evoked a common perception amongi senior elected Manitoba

municipal officials, respondents were asked:

"When you think of the term 'environment', which
of the following are included (check those that
apply) ?"

natural surroundings

man-made structures

economic and social institutions

Municipal officials were divided in theír perceptions

of the term (Table 23). Approximately two out of 25 (8.3

percent) viewed environment as exclusive of natural
surroundings, while over 90 percent included natural
surroundings within their definition of the term.

Near1y half of municipal officials surveyed (47.3

percent) regarded the environment as being composed sorely
of natural surroundings, while approximately two out of ten

(18.5 percent) included man-made structures with natural
surroundJ-ngs.

il
tl
tl

Economic and social institutions were a component of
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TABLE 23

CONCEPTS INCLUDED
BY SENIOR ELECTED MANTTOBA MUNICIPAI OFFICIALS

IN THE TERM "ENVTRONMENT", IgB3

Concept Percent of Respondents 1

(n = f46)

Natural surroundings only 47.3

Natural surroundings, man-made structures,
and economic and social institutions L9.z

Natural surroundings
and man-made structures 18.5

Natural surround.ings and
economic and social institutions 5.5

Man-made structures only 4. B

Economic and social institutions only 2.7

Man-made structures
and economic and social institutions L.4

No response 0.7

lPercentages do not total 100.0 d.ue to rounding.
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the environment, either ín whole or in part, to approximately

three out of ten respondents (28.8 percent).

Nearly one-fifth (L9.2 percent) considered the

environment included natural surround.ings, man-made

structures, and economic and social institutions.

4.6 OPINIONS REGARDING THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN
ENVÏRONMENTAL MATTERS

views on the role of federal, provincial and municipal
g'overnments in environmental protection and management were

provided by senior elected Manitoba municipal official_s in
this study. Respondents indicated who they felt should

monitor the quality of the natural environment, which revel
of giovernment had the greatest obligation to protect the

natural environment, and which level had done the most in
this regard (see section 4.6.I).

To determine the degree to which municipar officials
recognized various government agencies concerned with
environmentar matters, respondents were offered a list of
11 federal and provincial organizations and asked to
identify the level of government to which each was

affiliated (see section 4.6.2) .

Government funding for environmental protection,
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strategic environmental planning by government, and the

consideration given by government to the concerns of
environmentalists and industry \¡/ere the subject of questions

offered to municipal officials in this study. Their opinions

regarding a number of options available to government to
attract industry to the Province v¡ere solicited (see section

4.6. 3) .

4 .6 .L ENVTRONMENTA], MONITORING AND PROTECTION

Most senior elected municipal officials felt that
environmental quality should be monitored (Table 24) ¡ only

2.L percent of mentions indicated that no one shoul_d

monitor. The opinions of respondents were divided with
regard to who should monitor the quality of the natural
environment. Government was the most-often cÍted (58.2

percent of mentions), followed by environmental groups and

independent agenci-es (23.3 percent of mentions each) .

Approximately one out of five responses (l_7.8 percent of
mentions) favoured a role for individual citizens, while

one out of seven responses (14.4 percent of mentions)

indicated industry.

Over two-thi-rds of municipal officials (68.5 percent)

felt that the greatest obligation to protect the natural
environment rested with only one level of government. rn
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TABLE 24

OPINIONS OF SENIOR ELECTED MANTTOBA MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS
REGARDING WHO SHOULD MONTTOR ENVIRON¡4ENTAI QUAIITY, IgB3

Agent for
Environmental
l"lonitoring

Percent of l4entions

Government

Environmental groups

Independent agencies

Individual citizens
Industry

No one

58.2

1) ?
LJ. J

23 .3

17.8

14.4

2.L
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contrast, 15.1 percent thought the obligation was shared

between two government levels, and 11.6 percent indicated
federal, provincial and municipal government responsibility
(TabIe 25).

Respondents were not of one mind regarding which level
of government had the greatest obrigation to protect the

natural environment. Nearly three out of ten municipal

officials (28.8 percent) perceived the greatest

environmental protection obrigation to be vested with
Manitobars provincial government. T\¡¡o out of ten

respondents (20.5 percent) ascribed this role to the

federal government, and another two out of Len (L9.2

percent) felt municipal governments had the greatest

obligation to protect the natural environment.

Over one-fifth of municipal officials (2I.9 percent)

indicated they did not know which level of government had

done the most to protect the natural environment (Table 25).

The environmental protection activities of the provincial
and municipal gfovernments were most-often noted by

respondents (32.9 and 30.8 percent, respectively). In

contrast, only one out of ten (11.0 percent) felt the

federal government had done the most to protect the natural
environment.
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TABLE 25

OPINIONS OF SEN]OR ELECTED MANTTOBA IVIT.INTCIPAL OFFICTALS
REGARDING RESPONSIBTLTTY FOR AND DEGREE OF ACTTVITY

OF LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT TN ENVIRON},IENTAI PROTECTION, ]983

Percent of Respondents (n = L46)j

Government Leve1 (s) Greatest
Obligation
To Protect

Done Most
To Protect

Provincial government onJ-y

Federal government only

Municipal g'overnment only

Federal, provincial and
municipal governments

Provincial and municipal
governments

Federal and provincial
grovernments

Federal and municipal
governments

Donr t know

Not stated

28. B

20 .5

19 .2

r1.6

7.5

5.5

2.r
3.4

7.4

32.9

11 .0

30.8

I.4

0.7

0

0

2r.9

I.4

IPercentages may not Lotal 100.0 due to rounding.
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4.6.2 ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY IDENTfFTCATION

senior elected Manitoba municipal officials were asked

to indicate the lever of government to which the forlowing
agencies belonged:

Garrison Focus Office
Inland V'Iaters Directorate
Emergency Planning
Clean Environment Commission
Environmental Protection Service
Conservation Districts Authority
Agricultural Lands protection Board
Environmental Conservation Service
Environmental l4anagement ServÍces
Atmospheric Environment Service
Flood Forecasting Committee

Municipal officials recoginized provincial agencies,

particularly those concerned \,vith l-ocal environmental issues,
to a greater extent than federal agencies (Table 26). Seven

out of ten respondents correctly identified the provinciar
government affiliation of the Flood Forecasting committee

( 76.0 percent of respondents) , the Agricultural- Lands

Protection Board (74.7 percent of respondents) and the

Conservation Districts Authority (7L.9 percent of
respondents) .

The Atmospheric Environment servi-ce, which provides



RECOGNITION BY
OF THE AFFILIATION OF

Government Agency

Flood Forecasting Committee

Agricultural Lands Protection Board

Atmospheric Environment Service

Conservation Distrícts Authority

Clean Environment Commission

Garrison Focus Office

Inland I^Iaters Directorate

Environmental Management Services

Emergency Planning

EnvironmentaL Protection Service

Environmental Conservation Service

TABLE 26

SENIOR ELECTED MÀNITOBA
1I FEDERÀL OR PROVINCIAL

Level of
Government2

Percent of Respondents (n = 146) I

MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS
ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCIES, 1983

(lorrect
Affiliation

Chosen

lPercentages may

2P - provincial

16

74

73

7I

64

55

50

45

4t

30

2l

'lr-rcorrect-
Affiliation Don'L No

Chosen Know ResPonse

not total 100.0 due to rounding.
and F = federal.

I4

13

I

B

26

3t

24

22

49

41

43

2

0

2

I

B

II
J

7

I5

2I

2

It
24

t0

I

6

5

9

11

6

3

9

2

5

6

2

7

6

7

F
H
\o

0

2

9

t0
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\¡¡eather forecasting services across the Province, was

correctly recoginized as being a federal g,overnment agency by

73.3 percent of respondents. Over six out of ten municipal

officials (64.4 percent) assigned the correct affil-iation to

the Clean Environment Commission, a provincial agency that
conducts public hearings on local environmental issues

across l4anitoba.

The government affiliations of the provincial Garrison

Focus Office and the federal Inl-and Waters Directorate were

correctly identified by approximately half of municipal

officials (55.5 and 50.7 percent, respectively) . These

agiencies were concerned with the Garrison Diversion project

and related transboundary water quality and managiement

issues" Respondent recognition of the Garrison Focus Office

and the fnland Waters Directorate corresponds to the

importance of these issues perceived by respondents in this
study. The Garrison Diversion Project was one of the two

provincial environmental problems of greatest importance to

municipal officials surveyed (see Table lB, pages 90-91).

Similarly, \n/ater pollution was one of two environmental

problems of greatest importance to the home community of
respondents (see Table 15, page 85).

Environmental Management Services, a branch of the

Manitoba Department of Environment and workplace safety and
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Health, was recognized by 45.2 percent of municipal officials
surveyed. Another 2r.2 percent indicated they did not know

the government to which this agency belonged, and 11.0

percent did not respond.

Most municipal officials surveyed in this study fert
they knew the government to which Emergency planning \,vas

affiliated (onry 2.7 percent indicated they did not know and

6.2 percent did not respond), but nearly harf (49.3 percent)

chose the wrong affiliation for the federal agency.

of the rl agencies presented to municipal officials to
assign according to government affiliation, two branches of
the federar Department of the Environment, the Environmental

Protection service and the Environmental conservation

service, received the lowest recognition by respondents;

30.8 and 2r.9 percent, respectively, correctly identified
the affiriation of these agencies. uncertainty amongl

respondents with regard to government affiliation of these

agencies and refusal to respond v¡ere also relativery high;
11.6 percent did not know and 9.6 percent did not respond to
the Environmental Protection service, and 24.7 percent did
not know and I0.3 percent did not respond to the

Environmental Conservation Service.

The Environmental Protection Service, from whom this
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study was undertaken, and the Environmental Conservation

Service were operational units of Environment Canada. l The

Environmental Protection Service was responsible for

implementing the federal g:overnmentrs environmental quality

strategy in the areas of air pollution, water pollution,

waste management, contaminants, environmental impact

assessment and controL, and environmental emergencies. The

Environmental Conservation Service was responsible for

inland waters, wildlife and lands under the authority of the

federal Crown. The names of these two agencies are similar,

and the names also closely resemble the Environmental

Management Services, the provincial branch which received

greater recognition by municipal officials in this study.

4.6.3 FUNDING, STRATEGIC PLANNING AND CONSIDERATIONS

The majority of senior elected municipal officials
(76.L percent) felt that giovernment should spend more money

on protecting the natural environment. Approximately two

out of ten (L9.2 percent) disagreed. This level of support

for increased government spending for environmental

protection was similar to that expressed by the Manitoba

public in I9B2 (76.8 percent agreed and 17.7 percent

disagreed) .

Long-term strategic environmental planning by
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government was not recognized by municipal officials; only

4.8 percent were of the opinion that there is a coherent,

long-term government strategy for environmental conservation.

The majority opinions were divided between two statements:

(1) 43.2 percent felt that government had tried, with
some success, to develop a long-term environmental
straLegy; while

(2) 46.6 percent thought that government had no long-term
environmental strategy, but only reacts to political
pressures on an issue-by-issue basis.

Municipal officials were asked how often governments

champion the goals of industry and the concerns of
environmentalists when environmental issues are raised.

Respondents generally perceived the frequency of government

consideration of industry's perspective in environmental_

matters was appropriate; 46.6 percent indicated "often
enough". In contrast, two out of ten municipal officials
(20.5 percent) felt that consideration given by government

to industry in environmenLal matters was not frequent

enough, and a similar number of respondents (L9.2 percent)

held the opposite view that consideration was given by

government "too often".

With regard to the frequency of government

consideration of the concerns of environmentalists, the

opinions of municipal officials were mixedî 34.9 percent

felt consideration was given "often enough" , 28. B percent
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thought "not often enough", and 22.6 percent indicated "too

often".

From among five choices offered to municipal officials

in this study, the most acceptable options to government to

attract industry to the Province \^iere viewed to be the

building of transportation systems such as highways and

railways (61.6 percent of respondents) and the offering of

certain financial incentives such as grants or interest-free

loans (50.0 percent of respondents) and tax concessions

(49.3 percent of respondents) . The economic incentive of

reduced utility raLes received mixed assessment by municipal

officials; 39.0 percent were in favour, while 37.7 percent

were opposed. Reduction in pollution control standards for

industries locating in Manitoba was overwhelmingly rejected;

64.4 percent did not accept this option, and only 9.6

percent were willing to reduce pollution control standards

for new industries in the Province.

4.7 OPINIONS AND BEHAVIOUR REGARDTNG GOVERNMENT PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT PROGRAMS

This study solicited senior elected Manitoba municipal

officials' perceptions about the level of public concern

for environmental issues, suggestions to increase public

concern, and attitudes about the effectiveness of public

meetings to express the public's concern. The views of
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municipal officials on whether the public should be more

involved in environmental planning and decision-making by

g'overnment and on effective forums for accompJ-ishing this
were requested. The opinions of municipal officials on

government public involvement programs are discussed in
section 4.7 .I.

Municipal officials were asked if they had dealt with
government about environmental issues, which giovernment(s)

and if they had attended a public hearing or meeting on

environmental issues, A series of questions specifically
about Environment Canada's annual public consultation

meetings and its Policy for Public Consultation and

Information Availability was presented to respondents.

Section 4.7.2 details the results of questions regarding

activities of senior elected municipal officials Ín

giovernment public involvement programs for environmental

issues.

4.7.1 OPINIONS ON GOVERN¡4ENT PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAMS

Over two-thirds of municipal officials (67.8 percent)

felt the public is not as concerned as it ought to be about

environmental issues. In contrast, one-fifth (I9,2 percent)

$/ere satisfied with the level of public concern for these

matters, and one-tenth (9.6 percent) indicated they did not
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know.

The most-frequently mentioned methods identified by

municipal officials to increase overall public concern about

environmental issues \,vere passive: education (26.7 percent

of respondents) and information (22.6 percent of
respondents). Only 4.I percent expressed the opinion that
public participation and citizen involvement would raise
overarl public concern for environmental matters.

Municipal officials generally concurred that, once

public concern for environmental matters has been raised,
public participation and citizen involvement are desired
activities. seven out of ten respondents (69.2 percent)

felt that pubric meetings provide an effective forum for
the expression of the public's environmental concerns.

Additionarly, most municipal officiars (82.g percent)

thought the public should be more involved in environmental
planning and decision-making undertaken by government.

Forums preferred by municipal officiars for effectively
increasing public involvement in government environmental
policies and programs are shown in Tabre 27. Again, public
information programs hrere favoured by a majority of
respondents, and participatory activities such as pubric
hearings and citizens' advisory committees received high
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TABLE 27

OPÏNIONS OF SENIOR ELECTED MANITOBA MUNTCIPAL OFFICIALS
REGARDING EFFECTTVE WAYS TO INCREASE PUBLIC TNVOLVEIV1ENT

IN ENVTRONMENTAL PLANNING AND DECTSION-MAKTNG
BY GO\rERìüÞ1ENT, rg g3

Activity Percent of Mentions

Public information programs

Public meetings and hearings

Citizens' advisory committees

Workshops and conferences

Neighbourhood planning councils

Citizen surveys

Environmental ombudsman

Hotlines

Citizen referendums

Drop-in centres

56.2

42.5

¿.) q

27 .4

2L.2

19 .9

L7.B

15.B

15 .1

3.4
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ratings (42.5 percent each) .

4.7.2 BEHAVTOUR IN GOVERNMENT PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAMS

Over eight out of ten senior elected municipal officials
(84.2 percent) ind.icated they had dealt with government

concerning environmental issues.

Table 28 lists the governments with which respondents

indicated they had interacted. The greatest number of
municipal officials (74.0 percent) had environmental

dealings with the Manitoba provincial government, alone or

in combination with other governments. Nearly six out of
ten (58.2 percent) had interacted with municipal g.overnments,

alone or in combination with other giovernments. rn contrast,
only 15. B percent of respondents indicated they had dealt
with the federal government on environmental matters; the

majority of these municipal officials (13.7 percent) had

interacted with the federar government in combination with
municipal and provincial governments.

Over eight out of ten municipal officials (87.0 percent)

also indicated they had attended a public meeting or hearing

which concerned environmental issues such as the rocation of
a new industry, new roads, pollution concerns or rezon.i-ng.
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TABLE 28

GOVERNMENT (S) WrrU WHICH
SENIOR ELECTED MANTTOBA MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS INDICATED

THEY HAD DEAIT REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAI TSSUES

Government (s) Percent of
(n=

Respondents
L46)

Municipal and provincial
Provincial only

Municipal, provincial and federal
Municipal only

Provincial and federal

Federal only

Municipal and federal

No giovernment dealings or not stated

32.9

26 .0

73.7

11.6

L.4

0.1

0

L3.7
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When asked if they had attended a public consultation
meeting to discuss environmental concerns with

representatives of Environment Canada, three out of ten

municipar official-s (34.2 percent) responded af firmatively.
This finding does not conform wj-th that reported above,

namely that 15.8 percent of municipal officials reported

they had dealt with the federal government on environmental-

matters.

The majority of municipal officials who reported they

had attended an Environment Canada public consul_tation

meeting felt departmental personnel were always or usually
cooperative (32.9 percent of respondents) and always or

usually well-informed (34.2 percent of respondents).

Awareness of Environment Canada's policy for public

Consultation and Information Availability was low; 28.L

percent of municipal officials were aware of the policy,

while 69.2 percent were not.

4.8 SOURCES OF ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

Senior elected Manitoba municipal

to choose the environmental- information

most trustworthy and to indicate which

relied on most often. Respondents were

officials were asked

sources they found

of these sources they

also requested to
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identify the best information source to consult for local-

environmental issues in their home community and for
provincial environmental issues.

Figure 7 depicts the most trustworthy environmental

information sources and those on which municipal officials
indicated they relied. Friends and industry publications as

sources of environmental informatj-on were not viewed by

respondents as comparatively trustworthy, nor were these

sources often used by respondents. Radio and magazines were

identified by approximately three out of ten municipal

officials (32.9 and 26.7 percent of mentions, respectively)

as most trustworthy information sources, but these sources

were not generally used by respondents for information on

the environment.

Municipal officials reported they had most trust in
environmental informaLion from newspapers (49.3 percent of

mentions), television (45.9 percent of mentions) and

government (42.5 percent of mentions). Respondents

indicated they most often relied on these same information

sources, with government information receiving the highest

rating.

Newspapers and government information were also

selected by municipal officials as the best information



Most trustworthy environmental information sources and those most often
relied on by senior elected Manitoba municipal officials, I983.
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sources to consult for locaI environmental issues (50.7 and

36.9 percent of mentions, respectively) and for provincial
environmental issues (57.5 and 41.8 percent of mentions,

respectively) (Table 29). Respondents indicated that
tel-evision was a good source of information for provinciar
environmental issues (54.1 percent of mentions), while radio
(28.8 percent of mentions) displaced television as a

preferred information source for loca1 environmental issues.

The role of friends as an information source for local
environmental issues was comparatively stronger than for
provincial environmental issues.



TABLE 29

OPINIONS OF SENIOR ELECTED MANÏTOBA MUNICIPÀL
TO CONSULT FOR LOCAI AND PROVINCIAL

Most
Mentions

lst
2nd

3rd

4rh

5 r.h

6rh

7rh

Brh

Environmental

Local Environmental

Newspapers 50 "7

Government information 36.9

Radio 28.B

Friends 25.4

TV 23.3

Industry publications 4 .8

Magazines 4.I

Books 2.7

fnformation

Issues

OFFICIALS ON BEST INFORMATION SOURCE
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES, 19B3

Source and Percent of Mentions

Provinciaf Envi-ronmental Issues

Newspapers 57

TV 54

Government information 4I

Radio 40

Friends B

Magazines 6

Industry publicatj-ons 6

Books 2

5

I

B

4

9

B

2

I

H
L^J
rÞ
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CHAPTER 4 ENDNOTE

lEnvironment Canada. L982. Departmental Strategic PIan.
il.p., 27 pp.



CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the study's results rerative to
four hypotheses:

(1) THAT erected municipal officiats in }4anitoba can be

described as a cohesive group insofar as they exhibit
uniform collective demographic characteristics (section

5.1) ;

(2) THAT the environmental concerns and opinions of the

general pubric recorded in province-wide opinion polrs
are shared by elected municípal officials (section

5.2) ¡

(3) THAT elected municipal officials as a group do not

hold a cotnmon perception of the term "environment"
(section 5.3); and

(4) THAT the opinions of elected municipal officials about

the rore of government in environmental matters are

diverse (section 5.4) .

136
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Conclusions based on these findings are provided.

5. I HYPOTHESIS I

With regard to collective demographic characteristics,

the majority of senior elected Manitoba municipal officials

surveyed by this study in 1983:

(a) were older middle-aged, English-speaking mal-es with
adult children;

(b) Ij-ved in detached dwellings and were long-term
residents of smalfer communities of l-ess than 10r000
inhabitants i

(c) had not gone beyond elementary or secondary school to
university or technical school;

(d) had household incomes greater than $30r000;

(e) were interested in current political affairs, reported
their knowledge of these affairs was average, and
defined themselves politically in the centre and to
the right of centrei

(f) belonged to community and civic/service groups,
associations and organizations; and

(g) participated in year-round outdoor activities more
than once a month.

As a group, however, municipal officials who responded

to the questionnaire exhibited variation in age (27 to 79

years), education (elementary school to university

graduation) r and income (under $I0,000 to over $45,000).

It is not valid, therefore, to assume that senior elected

Manitoba municipal officials had uniform collective
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demographic characteristics. The influence of variation

âgê, education and income on environmental attitudes and

perceptions warrants further investigation.

5.2 HYPOTHESIS 2

This study collected data on senior elected municipal

officials' attitudes regarding the quality of life in

l'lanitoba and on theír opinions regarding specific local and

provincial environmental issues. Many of the variables

measured ín this study were replicated in Manitoba public

opinion polls, thus allowing comparison of results.

Municipal officials perceived the most important

problems facing the Province in 1983 to be economic.

Problems such as unemployment, the provincial debt, cost of

tiving and interest rates, inflation and taxes were cited

two-and-one-half times as often as environmental problems.

These results parallel those from public opinion potling

undertaken in Manitoba less than one year before this study.

The condition of Manitobars natural environment

received a positive assessment ranging from acceptable to

very good from nearly nine out of ten municipal officials

surveyed in 1983. Public opinion polling in I9B2 and 1985

indicated similar results for all Manitobans.

IN
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Approximately B0 percent of municipal officials in 1983

regarded water pollution as an important local problem. rn
contrast, air pollution was somewhat or very important to
over 40 percent of respondents. These resul-ts are consistent
wi-th those from pubric opinion surveys in LgB2, 1985 and 19g6

(water pollution) and in 19B6 (air pollution).

A comparison of the opinions of municipal officiats and

the Manitoba public with regard to four provincial
environmental issues (acid rain, sev/agfe disposal, use of
pesticídes, and industrial emissions) revealed that
municipar officials surveyed in l9B3 placed a higher rating
of importance on these issues than did the Manitobans

surveyed in r9B2 and 1986 (acid rain) , in 1986 (sewage

disposal), and in L9B2 (use of pesticides and industrial
emissions). The percentage of increase in assessment by

municipal officiars over the Manitoba public ranged from a

low of 153 percent (índustrial emissions) to a high of 247

percent (acid rain in 1982).

h1hile a majority of municipal of ficials in 1983 were

accepting of dangers associated with the transportation of
hazardous chemicals, they were less wil_ring to live near a

hazardous waste disposar site. The }4anitoba publie
surveyed in I9B2 and l9B5 held the opposite view; the public
rdas comparatively more wilring to live near a disposal site
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than to tolerate dangers associated with transportation,

particularly in the latter (1985) survey. This issue would

benefit from additional study. Public opinion shifted

between 1982 and 1985 toward greater willingness to live

near a hazardous waste disposal site. Because of the

significance of municipal official-s in the local siting of

such a site, their present opinions on the issue are

important.

A majority of municipal officials agreed they did not

know what pollution control standards existed in Manitoba in

1983, and they indicated they would like to know more about

pollution control. These views accord generally wiLh those

of the Manitoba public in L982. However, municipal officials

defined themsel-ves as relatively more knowledgeable about

provincial pollution control standards than did ittanitobans

surveyed nine months before this study.

Municipal officials surveyed in 1983 and. the lvlanitoba

public surveyed in 7982 both expressed strong support for

increased funding for environmental education in provincial

schools.

The findings of this study confirm, in part, the

hypothesis that environmental concerns and opinions of the

general l4anitoba public are shared by municipal officials.
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Supporting results include the assessment of secondary

importance to environmental matters relative to other issues,

the importance of water and air pollution, and the need for

increased funding for environmental education in school-s.

Self-assessment of knowledge of and interest in

provincial pollution control standards followed the same

trend for both groups, but municípa1 officials expressed

greater confidence in their knowledge of this issue than

did Manitobans surveyed. Municipal officials afso

attributed greater importance to four specific environmental-

issues (acid rain, sei^/age disposal, the use of pesticides,

and industrial emissions) than did the Manitoba public.

The views of municipal officials did not accord with

the hypothesis with regard to hazardous material-s

transportation and disposal. Unlike other ManiLobans,

municipal officials preferred to move hazardous chemicals

out of their local area rather than store them in their

community.

This study compiled other data on environmental-

attitudes and perceptions of senior elected Manitoba

municipal officials distinct from those that \dere collected

in public opinion surveys. While these data are not

presently useful for comparatlve purposes, they assist in
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defining the environmental- attitudes and perceptions of

municipal officials in Manitoba and serve as a basis for

future surveys.

Municipal officials were not optimistic about the

condition of Manitoba's environment over time. A majority

felt that environmental conditions in the Province had

either worsened or remained the same in the ten-year period

from L973 to 1983. Only four out of 25 respondents thought

Manitobars environmental condition would improve between

1983 and 1993.

Manitoba's environmental condition in 1983 was generally

viewed by those municipal officials who indicated an opinion

regarding interprovincía1 comparisons (approximately

two-thirds of respondents on average) as better than the

environmental condition in Ontario, Quebec and British

Columbiar ês the same as in Saskatchewan, Alberta and the

ALlantic provinces, and as worse than the northern

environment in the Yukon and Northwest Territories.

Provincial environmental problems were of greater

importance than local environmental problems to municipal

officials surveyed. Of greatest importance provincially,

in descending order, \{ere the Garrison Diversion Project,

hazardous waste spiIls, soil erosion, sewage disposal,
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threats to Winnipeg's drinking water, urban expansion onto

farmrands, and the use of pesticides. Environmental- problems

of greatest concern to municipal officials within their local
community included foss of agricultural land and water

pollution. Littering, mosquito controln and dutch eIm

disease were also of some importance loca1ly.

Municipal officials did not share a common perspective

on the effectiveness of conservation efforts to protect or
enhance the natural environment, nor did they hold a single
view regarding leve1s of pesticide use and agricultural
crop production.

Approximately two-thirds of municipal officials:

(a) felt that industry is guided by profit considerations
and must be compelled to undertake measures to protect
the environment;

(b) expressed confidence in the continuatÍon of industrial
development without increased environmental damage; and

(c) felt that the public is adequately informed about
threats to the environment.

Municipal officials were of two opinions regarding

social class concern for environmentar issues; nearly five
out of ten felt environmental concerns transcend class

distinctions, whire over Lhree out of ten thought the middre

class shows more concern about environmental- issues than do

other social classes.
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Municipal official-s felt nearly as threatened personally

by possible risks from pollution as from crime or viol-ence

and from an automobile or airplane accident. Heal_th risks
from pollution were threatening to a greater number of
municipal officials than were health risks from chemicals

found in food.

5.3 HYPOTHESIS 3

The findings of this study substantiate the hypothesis

that the term "environment" does not evoke a common

perception among senior elected Manitoba municipal officials.
Respondents were divided in their perceptions of the term,

as follows:

(a) Most, but not all, included natural surroundings within
their definition of environment;

(b) Nearly half regarded the environment as being composed
solely of natural surroundings;

(c) An addítional two out of ten included man-made
structures with natural- surroundings;

(d) Economic and social institutions \¡/ere a component of
the environment, either in whol-e or in part, to three
out of ten respondents; and

(e) NearIy one-fifth considered the environment included
natural surroundings, man-made structures, and
economic and social institutions.
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5.4 HYPOTHESIS 4

The fourth hypothesis, that the opinions of senior

elected Manitoba municipal officials about the role of
government in environmental matters are diverse, was not

unconditionally substantiated by the study's findings.
Indivídual respondent attitudes and perceptions regarding

government's role and public involvement programs for
environmental issues were generally consistent. However,

responses were mixed with specific regard to four areas:

the level of government with the greatest obligation to

protect the environment, the d.evelopment by giovernment of a

long-term environmental strategy, the consideration by

government of the perspective of environmentalists, and the

acceptability of reducing utility rates for industries
locating in the Province. Recognition by municipal

officials of the federal government's role in environmental

matters was not strong, and few respondents had participated

in federal government public involvement programs for

environmental issues.

It{ost municipal officials felt that environmental

quality should be monitored, and a majority perceived this
to be a function for government.

Over two-thirds of municipal officials felt the
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greatest obligation to protect the natural environment

rested with only one level of government in Manitoba.

Opinions on which of the three governments in the Province

(municipal, provincial or federal) had the greatest

obligation for environmental protection were divided among

respondents, but the largest number felt the provincial-

government has the greatest obligation. In addition, nearly

two out of ten el-ected municipal officials acknowledged a

role for their government in environmental protection. A

similar number identified the federal government as having

an environmental protection responsibility.

As a corollary to these opinions, a majority of

municipal officials thought the provinci-aI giovernment or

municipal government had done the most to protect

environmental quality in the Province. Over three out of

ten felt municipal governments alone had done the most to

protect Manitobars natural environment, while only one out

of ten highlighted the federal government's environmental

protection efforts and activities.

Municipal official-s recognized the names of provincial

government environmental agencies, particularly those

concerned with loca1 issues, to a greater extent than

federal government environmental agencies. Of the 1I

agencies presented, the only provincial environmental
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agency not recog'nized by a majority of respondents was

Environmental Management Services. Respondents exhibited

confusion as to the government affiliation of the federal

Emergency Planning organization.

T\aio f ederal g:overnment agencies, Environmental

Protection Service and Environmental Conservation Service,

received the lowest recognition by municipal officials in

this study. The names of these agencies, and of the

provincial Environmental ltfanaglement Services, are similar,

a factor which may have contributed to uncertainty amongi

respondents who were not familiar with the mandate of these

organÍzations.

The majority of municipal officials felt government

should spend more money on protecting the natural

environment. This level of support for increased grovernment

funding for environmental protection was similar to that

expressed by the lt4anitoba public nine months earlier in

1982.

The opinions of municipal officials regarding the

development by government of a long-term environmental

strategy were generally divided between those who thought

that government had tried, with some success, to develop

such a strategy, and those who perceived a lack of a
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proactive government environmental plan and a reaction by

government to political pressures on an issue-by-issue basis.

The frequency of consideratíon by government of

industry's perspective on environmental matters was viewed

by the greatest number of municipal officials as being

appropriate, while a majority opinion regarding government

consideratj-on of the perspective of environmentalists was

divided between "often enoug'h" and "not often enougih".

From amongi five choices offered to municipal officials,

the most acceptable options to giovernment to attract

industry to the Provi-nce, in descending order, \dere the

building of highways and railways, and the offering of the

financial incentives of grants, interest-free l-oans and tax

concessions. Reducing utility rates for industries

locating in Manitoba received mixed reaction from municipal

officials, while reducing pollution control standards hras

re j ected.

The majority of municipal officials fel-t the public is

not as concerned as it should be about environmental issues.

Respondents expressed support for information and education

progframs to increase the public's concern for environmental

matters.
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Public participation and citizen involvement were not
preferred by municipar officials as ways to foster public
concern for environmental matters. The majority of
respondents thought pubric participation and. invorvement

\,Jere desired activities, however, once public concern for
environmental issues had been raised.

Pubric hearings and meetings were viewed by municipal
officiars as an effective forum for the expression of the

pubric's environmentar concerns. Respondents strongly
supported pubtic involvement in environmental_ planning and

decision-making by government. The most-frequently

mentioned ways chosen by municipar official-s to accomplísh

this vrere pubric information programs, public hearings, and

citizens' advisory committees.

The majority of municipal officials had dealt with
provincial and municipal grovernments concerning

environmentar matters, and had attended a public meeting or
hearing for specifíc environmental issues such as the

location of a ne\d industry, nev/ roads, pollution concerns

or rezoning.

Participation by municipar officiars in interactions
with the federal government regarding environmental issues

\^/as comparatively Iow, and most respondents were not aware
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of Environment canada's Policy for Pubric consultation and

Information Availability. Only one-third had attended an

Environment Canada public consultation meeting; those that

had attended indicated they found departmental staff to be

cooperative and weIl-informed.

5.5 OVERVIEW

This study determined that senior elected Manitoba

municipar officials had a strong interest in environmental

matters in 1983. Response rate for the questionnaire

indicated this interest was as substantial- as that exhibited
by environmentally active individuats during the same

period.

Like Manitobans surveyed in a public opinion poll nine

months before this study, municipal officÍals perceived

environmental issues as having secondary importance to

economic and social issues in 1983. possible risks
associated with pollution \¡/ere nearly as threatening as

crime/violence or an automobile/airplane accident.

Municipal officials viewed environmental conditions in
the Province in 1983 in a positive manner, but they were

generally pessimistic about historic and future
improvements. They expressed optimism that industrialization
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could proceed without increased damage to the environment,

but were not prepared to lower pollution control standards

in Manitoba to attract industries to locate in the Province.

They were of the opinion that industry is profit-motivated

and must be compelled to take measures to protect the

environment.

The majority of municipal officials looked to

government to monitor and to protect the condition of

Manitoba's natural environment. They felt the provincial

and municipal governments had done the most to protect the

environment, and supported increased government spending to

accomplish this.

The majority of municipal officials felt the public in

1983 was not as concerned as it should be about

environmental issues, but they felt the public usually

received adequate information about threats to the

environment. The majority of respondents thought that more

money should be spent on environmental education in schools.

Municipal officials strongly supported public

involvement in environmental planning and decision-making by

government and were of the opinion that government had yet

to formulate and implement a coherent, long-term

environmental conservation strategy.
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This study found that "environment-" did not mean the

same thing to all municípa1 officials. While most included

natural surroundings as a component of the environment,

others also added man-made structures, or economic and

social institutions, or both.

Most municipal officials had participated in public

meetings or hearings dealing with environmental issues.

They exhibited a well-developed knowledge of government

agencies involved in environmental matters insofar as they

correctly identified the giovernment affiliation of a range

of agencies, particularly provincial ones.

The federal government fared poorly in terms of

recognition of its environmental policies and programs by

municipal officials and in terms of acknowledgement by

respondents of federal g'overnment efforts to protect or

enhance the environment in Manitoba.

Municipal officials in 1983 were not a cohesive group

vis-a-vis significant d.escriptive characteristics (age,

education and income) r but they expressed a number of

majority opinions on a range of important environmental

issues. The majority opinions of municipal officials

recorded in this study either paralleled public opinion on

the issue or went beyond public opinion in assessing the
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importance of environmental issues to the Province. In one

area sampled by this study, the majority opinion of municipal

officials was contrary to public opinion.

The influence of opinion polls can be easily

overstated, and it is misleading to assume that one poll, in

and of itself, can be interpreted as a binding referendum on

an issue or as a primary basis for public policy making. A

properly conducted opinion survey can indicate the general

feetings of a population. PoIIs communicate the importance

people attach to issues and the general public policy

direction they wish to be pursued. Survey results are

most-helpful in establishing the points to be negotiated

and resolved as public policies are developed"



CHAPTER 6: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides recofitmendations which derive

from this sLudy and place it within evolving environmental

initiatives in the Province. The reconìmendations are

directed to federal, provincial- and municipal governments

in Manitoba.

6.1 ENVTRONMENTAL ISSIJES FROM 1983 TO THE PRESENT

Since this study's questionnaire was circulated among

senior elected lvlanitoba municipal of f icials, there has been

a marked shift in public opinion regarding environmental

issues. I The environment was an important concern to

Manitobans in 1982, but public opinion at that time

differentiated between economic issues, which \^/ere of
primary importance, and environmental issues.2 The 19B3

attitudes and perceptions of municipal officials with regard

to these issues conformed to I?BZ public opinion. Only

three out of ten Manitoba Reeves and Mayors in 1983

recognized economic institutions as a component of the

environment.

154
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Three years later in 1986, strong public support for

government recogTnition of the interaction of the environment

and the economy was recorded in Manitoba.3 fhis was

congruous with Canadian public opinion; the prevailing

Canadian attitude in 19B6 was unwilling to sacrifice the

environment for economic Aain, and over 90 percent of

Canadians rejected the argument that environmental laws must

be relaxed to achieve economic growth.4

The strength of this acknowledgement by Manitobans and

other Canadians of a linkage between environmental

protection and economic development was expressed at a time

when the United Nations' World Commission on EnvÍronment and

Development (the Brundtland Commission) visited Canada. 5

The Commission's mandate to propose long-term environmental

strategies for achieving sustainable development by the year

2000 encountered a receptive audience in Manitoba, which

assumed a subsequent lead role in the Canadian Council of

Resource and Environment Ministers I National Task Force on

Environment and Economy.

Final report from the National Task Force was tabled

in 1987.6 Public opinion polling across Canada in the

summer of 1988 recorded sustained support for environmental

protection when weighed against possible economic factors
such as loss of jobs.7 In September 1988, Canada's prime
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Miníster, in a presentation before the United Nations

General Assembly, announced that an international centre for

sustainable development would be establ-ished in Winnipeg.B

The Government of Manitoba during the period from 1986

to the present has moved toward integration of environmental-

and economic issues, encouraged, in part, by increased

citizen support and a sense of public sector confidence in

entrenching environment-economíc linkages in oolicy

implementation processes in the Province.

Recognition by federal politicians of the importance

placed by constituents on both environmental j-ssues and on

the relationship between the environment and the economy

appeared to be a strategic factor in the I9BB federa]

election.9 Earlier that year, a new Canadian Environmental-

Protection Act was passed, which, among other things,
provided for sizeable economic sanctions and penalties and

fostered public participation in environmental matters. 10

The statute recognized inter-governmental col-laboration

through the requirement for a federal-provincial advisory

committee.

The evolution of Canadian environmental opinions in
recent years is mirrored by trends in the United States.

A Harris Survey in 1986 reported a growing unrest among the
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American electorate regarding grovernment inaction to remedy

serious environmental problems. i1 Commenting on this

survey, pollster Louis Harris calculated:

". . . in our latest study among voters, w€ did an
analysis of the bite or cut of the environmental
issuã. All told, L6? of the electorate this year
say the envíronment is an issue that will make a
bió difference to them.... How does this vote
¿iviae between those who are pro the environmental
movement and those who are anti? In total, LLZ
are pro and 52 are anti. This means that the net
impact of the environmental issue is that it can
account for a swing of 6Z in this fall's vote.
That means in turn that it can turn a 56-442
runa\¡Jay vote into a 50-50 vote or it can turn a
50-50% vote into a 56-442 landslide victory. By
any measure, this environmental vote is crucial
anã decisive."l2

Two years later, in a departure from its tradition of

naming a "Man of the Yeâr", TITIE---Ugg-eEe designated

"Endang'ered Earth" as "Planet of the Year" for 19 BB:

"... this year's bout of freakish weather and
environmental horror stories seemed to act as
a powerful catalyst for worldwide public
opinion. Everyone suddenly sensed that this
gyrating globe, this precíous repository of
all the life that we know of, was in danger.
No single individual, no event' no movement
captured imaginations or dominated headlines
more than the ctump of rock and soil and water
and air that is our common home."13

6.2 STRATEGTC ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT

rmplementation of public policy for environmental-

decision-making at present relies on the historic processes
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of public hearings and meetings. During the two decades

that public hearings and meetings have been undertaken by

the federal and provincial governments, the feeling amongf

some partici-pants coalesced to the point of articulatÍon

that:

"Whil-e these lpu¡lic hearings and meetings] often
are useful in disseminating information and
receiving input on a potentially large scale, they
cannot be considered as interactive mechanisms per
se. Public hearings provide a means by which
issues and conflicts can be clarified. Somewhat
paradoxically, however, their success as a means
of encouraging participation becomes a weakness
since they essentially prevent any opportunity
for citizen interests or public or corporate
officials to engage in joint problem solving and
work toward acceptable compromises. " l 4

A difficulty associated with public hearings and

meetings on environmental matters is the determination of

the representativeness of viewpoints offered to government

decision-makers. Ascertaining the degree to which attendees

speak for others is a difficult process, one that appears to

have not been explored extensively. There are, however,

indications in the literature that the point-of-view

promulgated by vested interest groups may not be completely

representative in all cases. For example, CaIl- reports

substantially different opinions from local citizens

attending an environmental hearing and those contacted

randomly via telephone survey with regard to arsenic

emissions from a copper smelter.l5 He concl-udes that
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opinions of sma1r, self-serected samples (such as attendees

at public hearings) may not be representative of the

opinions of the entire interested population.

Call-'s findings are confirmed by proponents of a

Consultative Issues Management program, offered as a public
policy strategy for dealing with organi-zed interest
groups. I 6 Noteworthy points on which this program is based

include:

(a)

(b)

(f) Interest group pressures
at the provincial leveI,
responsibility for direct
the provinces and because
are less remote than the

Interest groups often claim to speak for the
community at large, not only for their members.

They often speak as authorities in an area (e.g.,
environmental groups as experts on environmental_
issues).

(c) Interest groups arise in response to actions by
government, and such groups seek to gain, prevent
or otherwise influence specific government actions.

(d) Interest groups are, at least implicitly, in
competition with other interest groups " These
competitions are seldom joined in direct dealings
between interest groups.

(e) Competing interest groups work by applying pressures
at the political 1evel. Governments increasingly
find themselves responding to interest group
pressures, rather than carrying out their own
strategies and agendas. They concern themselves
with addressing interest groups on ground selected
and defined by the interest groups critical to the
party in power.

are normally most intense
because of the greater
service delivery held by
provincial g'overnments

federal authority.
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(g) The major error g'overnments make in dealing with
interest g-roups is to util-ize only one-on-one
contacts. This allows the group to be narrowly
defined and forces government to attempt to speak
for a1I other interests.

In Manitoba, public policy for environmental

decision-making ís evolving beyond public hearings and

meetings to incorporate a second strategic option,

negotiation and consensus building among involved and

affected parties (sometimes referred to as "stakeholders").

The Province's new Environment Act specifically provides

for mediation of environmental disputes, either through the

efforts of the Clean Environment Commission or by ministerial

appointment of an environmental mediator.lT

Manitoba's statute does not define mediation, and its

mediation provisions are not known to have been invoked as

yet. Mediation is a conflict managiement technique commonly

assocíated with labour disputes. Environmental- mediation is

a dispute resolution process characterized by the

involvement of a neutral third party, variously called a

mediator or a facilitator. The Institute for Environmental

Mediation in Seattle, hiashington suggests a definition,

based on its experience with the process:

"Environmental Mediation is a vol-untary process in
which those involved in dispute jointly explore and
reconcil-e their differences. The mediator has no
authority to impose settlement. His or her strength
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lies in the ability to assist the parties in
resolving their own differences. The mediated
dispute is settled when the parties themselves
reach what they consider to be a workable
solution. " 1 8

Environmental mediation has five criteria which must be

met if a dispute is to have potential for resolution by

mediation: I9

(1) All parties who have a stake in the outcome of the
negotiations or who could prevent an agreement from
being carried out must be identified and included.

(2) All parties must be willing to enter into mediation
in good faith.

( 3) The mediator must have the complete trust and
confidence of all parties to the dispute, and he or
she must be financially independent of all interests
in the dispute.

(4) Government authorities must provide reasonable
assurances that they will cooperate with the
mediation process. Regulatory agencies may not
want to participate in the mediation process, for
fear of compromising their statutory obligations.
In such instances, the mediator will have to
maintain close communication with government agencies
to ensure their requirements are met by any agreement.
Support from the senior g'overnment politician fo:, the
mediation effort is important in this regard.

(5) The issues under dispute must be amenable to a
compromise solution. This usually means that the
dispute does not centre on differences of value
systems, but on differences of interpretation of fact.

Canadian experience with environmental mediation

indicates that each must start with a concession in favour

of development.20 A position which advocates that there be

no development is not capable of compromise. If an interest
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group agrees to participate in mediation of an environmental

dispute, therefore, it al-so agrees that there will be

consideration of both economic and environmental factors.

A third strategic option for environmental

decision-making is presently being implemented in Manitoba.

The Province has established a l6-member Round Table on the

Environment and Economy.2 I As recommended by the canadian

Council of Resource and Environment Ministers' National Task

Force on Environment and Economy, provincial round tables
are intended to provide a forum at which senior

decision-makers can meet to discuss environmental-economic

issues, to work toward consensus, and to make recommendations

directly to provincial premiers.2 2 The National Task Force

proposed that round table membership be drawn from

governments, industry, environmental organizations, Iabour,

academia, and aboriginal peoples.

The Winnipeg Centre for Sustainable Development

mentioned earlier represents a fourth potential strategic
option for environmental decision-making ín the province.

Comprehensive plans for this facility have yet to be

publicly releesed, but preliminary reports indicate the

centrers objectives will- have regional and international
components:2 3
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to develop environmentally sound strategies for
Ivlanitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and eriiish Columbia
as they diversify their economies; and

to help Third World countries develop industrially,
with special regard for their regional environments.

Planning for the Winnipeg Centre for Sustainable

Development is being undertaken by a federal-provincial
steering committee. The locar media have reported that
funding for the centrers international projects in an initiar
amount of $5¡l witr be provid.ed by the federal giovernment.24

The four western provinces, the private sector and the united
Nations environment program are also expected to contribute
to the Centrers financial support. The Centre will be a

non-profit corporation, concerned with education, research

and development.2 s

Sustainable economic development, as defined by the

National- Task Force, is "development which ensures that the

util-ization of resources and the environment today does not

damage prospects for their use by future generations".26

rt is a proactive, preventive strategy, based on forethought
and integration of economic and environmental factors during
planning and decision-makirg, thus alleviating the need for
subsequent reactive, remediar actions to mitigate or reverse

environmental probrems. rmplementation of sustainabl-e

economic development wirl require pervasive institutj-onat
changes within the public and private sectors.2T
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6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A ROLE FOR MUNICTPAI GOVERNMENT

This study of the environmental attitudes and

perceptions of Manitoba Reeves and Mayors v¡as predicated on

the fact that municipal government is an important'

third-order government body, which is or should be an

effective force for adopting and ensuring adherence to

environmental standards and for entering into collaborative

dialogue with the provincial and federal governments to

resolve environmental Problems.

Senior municipal officials, as a group of elected

representatives and as individual communicators for their

constituents, have a key role to play in environmental

protection in Manitoba. The municipal perspective is

integral Lo the success of environmental hearings and

meetings, mediation efforts and sustainable economic

development.

Manitoba's Reeves and }4ayors are well positioned to

speak of loca1 environmental opinions and needs at public

hearings and meetings; to participate with other involved

or affected groups in environmental negotiation and

consensus building; to recommend environmental-economic

strategies designed during round table discussions involving

them; and to plan and carry out sustainable development
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across the Province. Elected municipal officials are the

locaIIy based link between the Manitobans they represent,

and comparatively more distant provincial and federal

government decision-makers .

Senior elected Manitoba municipal officials surveyed in

1983 expressed a strong interest in environmental issues and

advocated solid support for public involvement in

environmental planning and decision-making. I4ost had

participated in local or provincial public hearings or

meetings dealing with environmental matters, and were

familiar with the names of government environmental

agencies, particularly provincial agencies. The findings

from this study assist in defining the historic agenda of

senior elected municipat officials in environmental issues

as at 1983. The degree to which these findings are

currently relevant, hotdever, is not known.

It is recoÍìmended that a survey of present

environmental attitudes and perceptions of senior elected

Manitoba municipal officials be undertaken. Because

Manitoba Reeves and Mayors surveyed in 1983 expressed

gireater interest in, knowledge of and concern for provincial

environmental issues, this recommendation is dj-rected to the

provincial government in Manitoba,
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In light of recorded shifts in publÍc opinion about

environmental issues, a follow-up survey among senior

elected municipal officials should concentrate on measuring

variables concerned with both the importance of environmental

issues and the interaction of these issues with economic

issues. Six years ago, Manitoba Reeves and Mayors viewed

environmental issues as secondary to economic issues, and

only one-third perceived economic institutions as being part

of environmental concepts. In their optimism that

industrialization could proceed in Manitoba without

increased environmental damage, however, senior elected

municipal officials were not prepared to lower pollution

standards to attract industry to the Province.

Results from a follow-up survey of the environmental

attitudes and perceptions of Manitoba Reeves and Mayors

would assist the provincial government in ensuring future

public hearings and meetings include municipal and local

government representatives in areas of particular concern

to these groups,

The findings of the present study, as well as those

from possible future surveys, are of direct interest to

senior elected Manitoba municipal officials. It is

recommended that these individuals and their associations

(the Uni-on of }fanitoba Itlunicipalities and the ManiLoba
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Association of Urban Mr:nicipalities) be consulted and

apprised relative to the environmental attitudes and

perceptions recorded in this and future studies.

As the Province moves to implement environmental

mediation and integration of economic and environmental

considerations, the Union of Manitoba Municipalities and the

Manitoba Association of Urban Municipalities, and their

respective members, would strategically benefit from knowing

about the results of this and fo1low-up studies. Armed with

knowledge of individual and collective views of senior

elected municipal officials and of how these views may have

changed over time, these associations could act to ensure

that:

(a) regional differences in environmental- attitudes are
recognized and the locaI importance of these
differences is communicated;

(b) a united front is presented to senior governments
through the consolidation of environmental views
whenever possible; and

(c) a proactive role in site-specific mediation efforts
and in planning and implementing sustainable economic
development across the Province is assumed.

Ir{unicipalities and locaI government districts ín

Manitoba have a significant contribution to make to

provincial round table discussions on environmental issues.

If these groups have not already been invited to the tab1e,

it is recommended they be added at the earliest opportunity.
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To ensure that round table agiendas and planning and

implementation of sustainable development are effective

pan-provincial initiatives, it is recoflrmended that senior

policy planners and decision-makers in the provincial

government establ-ish a prominent role for the municipal

perspective. The Departments of Municipal Affairs, and

Environment and Workplace Safety and Health should develop

communication linkages for information sharing at all levels.

The Centre for Sustainable Development, particularly

through its planned activities to develop environmentally

sound strategies for the western provinces, will benefit

municípalities and local government districts in llanitoba.

In turn, municipal governments can assist the Centre in

identifying appropriate regional strategies and in testing

technological appl ications .

Based on the results of this study and on statutory and

public policy changes in the environmental area over the

last few years, there does not appear to be a rationale for

strengthening municipal-federal government liaison. It is
reconì.mended, however, that the federal g'overnment target its
environmental information and education programs (e.9.,

annual Environment Week) to reach municipalities and Iocal
g'overnment districts and their constituents in Manj-toba.
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INFORMATION SHEET

sJrrE 8oo 275 PoR'iAGE AvENUE wtN\rPEG, MANITOeÅ R3B 283 \2O41 949-4397

Manitoba Environmental Perceptions is a 1983 Summer Canada Project
sponsored by the Environ¡nental Protection Service in l.{anitoba. Its
Þurpose is to survey governaent officials in l,lanitoba to assess their
awareness of and concern for environmental issues. The project will
at.tempt to determine which informational- sources are consulted most
oFten for environmental issues, and how respondents feel about the
eífectiveness of governm.ents in addressing these issues. Pro;ect
resul-ts will be of interest to government poJ-iclr makers.

The project is being designed ano administered by a five-person,
muliidisciptinary team.* The research tea¡n consists of Jane Riewe,
Project Manager, and David Breckman, Douglas Henson/ lulaureen MacDonald
and PauI Vogt, Researchers. AIl are students pursuing post-graduate
studies.

Ms. Rierve is completing the requirenents ror a ¡(asters of Natural
Resources Managenent at the University of Manitoba. She has under-
graduate training in anthropology, ecoloci', geology and mathematics,
and previous rvork- experience in public j-nf ornation, biologicaf consul-
ting and business adninistration.

1"1r. Breckrnan has a Bachelor of Science i.egree in Zoology from the
University of l4anitoba. His training includes courses in ecology ani
poJ-lution biolog-v, and work experience in sur'./ev research and computer
usage. He plans tc enter neCical schoot this iall.

Mr. Henson is completing an honours degree in Computer Science at
the University of Toronto. He has a st:ono mathematics background, and
work experience in natural resources managenent, computer user services
and programming.

I'fs. MacDonald has a Bachelor of Laws and a Bachel-or of Arts in
Sociology and Ps¡,chology from the University of },lanitoba. Her related
work experience includes journalism, Legal Aid, and research for the
Federal Department of Justice.' Ms. MacDonaId will begin a Masters in
Business Administration this fall.

Mr. Vogt holds an honours degree j-n Political- Studies from the
University of Manitoba. His work experience includes public relations,
iournalism and teaching. Mr. Vogt wil-l continue his studies in
þoj-iticaì- studies this fal1 at Oxford LÌniversitv in EngIanC under a
Rhooes Scholarship.

Further information on Manitoba En-¡ironmental Perceptions can be
obtained from the research group at the above address.

*À sixth member, Bruce Reiner, joined -.he stuiv team in niC-summer.
llr. Reimer holi.s a Certif i-cate in Cori.::ercial Àrt f rom Rei River
Communit.y Colleqe, and is a graduate ircn the Facultiz of Fine Àr-'s
at the Universit'¡ of }ianrtoba. His q:aCuate stuCies beqin this fall
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We rvould first like to ask you some questions to determine how

vou have formulated your opinions on the environment.

L What is the popu la t i on of the comrnun i ty in wh i ch you ì i ve ?

50,000 or more

I 0 ,000 - t+9 ,999

I ,000 - 9,999

r0c - 999

less than 100

F- --tdtit

2. Aoproxi mateÌy how Iong have you Iived in your presenl conrmuni[y?

yea rs

3. What size of community díd you 9ro¡r up in?

50 ,0C0 o r mo re

ì0,000 - 49 ,999

ì ,000 - 9,999

ì00 - 999

less than .l00

fa rm

4. What type of dr¡e I ì i ng do you I ive i n?

house

apa rtmen t

mobi Ie home

t:]
i_l

flr
iI

n
tI
n

other (p lease speci fY)
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5. Do you have regulaí us¿ of a car?

Ye s l-l No

6. Do you nake use of a bicycle?

Yes [--_-l No

7. Do you ¡¿intain a çarden?

r--]

Vac I II eJ I I No l---_l

8. r,lhat is the highest level oi ecucation rhai ycu have obtained?

Eleneniary (up to greCe B)

Secondary (grades 9- i2)

Sor,e un i ve rs i ty

Some tech¡ i ca I s choo I

Un i ve rs i ly deg ree

Technical schooì diclona

0ther (please speci fy)

9. I s Engl i sh your fi rs ¡ ì anguage?

Yes [-l Nol I lf no, what is your nx¡ther tongue?

10. Duríng the warm weather mon[hs, hon¿ often do you participate in outdoor
activi ties (such as camping, hiking, bicycling, basebal I and fishing, to
nême a few)?

Not at all

A few times a year

About once a rnonth

About2to3tinesamonth

About once a week

About2to3timesaweek

Daily

li

fI
i]
fl
fl
t:]
tl
tl
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in outdoor activities during lhe cold weathe¡-lt

13. What are
(such as
party li

a) Do you participaie
mon [hs ?

b)

Yes l-_-l ruo l_-l

I f yes, how oiten?

A ferv tin',es a yeår

About once

Abou t 2 to

About once

Abou t 2 to

Daily

12. a) Are you interested in

Yes l-_--l

t_l

rl

a

3

a

3

month

times a month

'r¡e e k

cir¡es a week

current pol i tical affairs?

¡lo l_--l

b) Do you consider yourself knorvledgeable about current political af fairs?

Above a ve rðge Ave ra ge Below average ---l

c) \{here would you place yourseìf on the political spectrum?

LE FT R IGHT

your main sources of information
TV, radio, newspapers, magazines

terature) ?

about current pol i tical affai rs
, books, friends, political
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I¿+. Whai groups or Asscciaiiorrs do you beìong tc (for exanpìe, union' coi--rnu¡i'y

organi zat ion, professionaì associat ion, envi ronnen.tal interest group)?

No.'" i---_-l o Í' o lease sPeci f Y :

15. a) what sources have you fcund ¡nsI trust'riorthy for information on the

envi ronnen | (check lhose Ihai appiy) ?

TV

Radio

i''ie,nis pace rs

)1agazines

Sooks

FrrenCS

lndus¡ry pubìic¿tions

Gove rnnent i n forn¿ [ion

0ther (please sPeci fY)

F
tl

rl
{-|

L-r
E

b) Which one of Ehese sources of environmental information do you rely on

mos t often (P I ease sPeci fY) ?

16. a) Have you ever had dealings wi th a branch of government concerning
envi ronmen tal i ssues?

Yes l---l ruo [--]

b) I f so, what branches?

Hun i ci pa ì gove rnmen t

Provi nci al gove rnrnent

Fede ra I gove rnÍEn t

[]

[]
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17. Have you ever atlended a public meeting oi- hearing wh'i ch dea'l t wi th
environnenial issues (such as ìocation oF a nerv industry, new roêds,
pol lution concerns, rezo^ing)?

v-. l---l
';rtl ¡to f-_-]

lE. When you irin< of the tern 'environment", ,.lhich of the foìlou¡ing are
i nc I uCed (check ihose tha t app I y) ?

l'laiur¿ I sur roundi ngs

llan-nade structures

lcononic and social insti tutions

r*Jr**J<

In the iollowing section, w€ rvould like to ask you a few questions
about your vie,.ss on a number of issues related to the quality of
Iife here in Yanitoba.

19. Judging by your ov/n experience, or by what you read or hear, whaI do you
think are two or three of the most important problems facing Manitoba
toda y?

tI
tl
[--l
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20. Considering the foìlowing issues in the context of Hanitoba:

A. Aì cohol /drug abuse

B. Poììution

C. State of the economy

D. \Jonren's rights

E. Racial prejudice

F. Woi-ker's health and safety

a) Which one is of GRTATEST concern to you personalìy?

Enter choice by letter

b) Whi ch is of SECOND GREATEST concern to you personal ìy?

fnter choice by ìetter

c) Whì ch i s of LTAST corìcern to vou personaì ly?

t¡¡er choice by ìetter

21. a) lf alì Manitobans rvere polled, which of these issues do you think
r.,,ould be of greates t conce rn to theni?

Enter choice by letter

A. Al coho I /d rug ab use

E. Pol lution

C. State of the econorny

D. Women's rights

t. Raciaì prejudice

F. Worker's heaìth and safety

b ) Wh i ch rvoul d be of SEC0ND GREATEST conce rn to Man i tobans ?

Enter choice by letter

c) VJh i ch rvou ld be of LTAST conce rn to Hên i tobans ?

Enter choice by ìetter
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22- Cons idering tre foì ìor^iing dangers to hu"rans:

A. ilea ìih risks caused by environmen[al polìution

B. Crii-e/violence

C. Possi bi I i ty of autonobile/ai rplane accident

D. Heal tn risks caused by chenicals found in fooci

E. Possi:ility oí acciCent ai uork

a) V/hich one do you feel t'10ST TltR:ATEi'llD by?

Enter choice b¡, leiter

b) V/hich one do ycu feel SEC0ND M0ST threatened by?

Inter choice by letter

c) lrhich one do you feel LEASi threatened by?

Enter choice 5y ìeiter

*x*****

In the following section, we would like to know how you feel about
environmental !ssues and which solrrces of information about these
issues you have found most helpful.

23. How would you rate the condition of Manitoba's naEural environnent right
nOn¡?

Ve ry good

Good

Acceptab le

Poo r

Ve ry poor

t--_l

t:]
E
n



?4. Tninking
follo'.ving

1C a)

Saskatcheu¡an

Àlberta

Eritish Coìu¡Pìa

0ntario

¿uef.J3c

Atìantic provinces
(Ner.r B r un srv i ck , Nc v¿

Scotia, Pi-ince i:.'.:rl
ls ì:nd, l'.ler'ifou¡ri ì :-,c)

The North (Yukcn e.J
North¡ies t Terri to:i :s)

195

ihe quaì i tv of our nalural
betier, lhe s¿r¡e, or !^rorse

BETTE R SAME

tllr

rt

--l

F
-

i--r

envì ror'menl, rate lhe
t har, l'4an í toba .

DON' T
KN O\./

Don't knowl I

in ter-s
reg ion s

^Cur
¿5

JORST

i¡

=

.

t-l
!----l.

tl

il

t_l

5tt I I thl¡Kln:
',.iould you say
!{ere ì0 yeai-;

U¿ITCT I

tl

Worse l---l

you think the quaì
l0 years f rom noru?

VJo rs e

about the quaì i ty of Mani ioba's natural envi ronment
.{e ¿re better off, abouI the s¿¡]e' or lvorse than 

"'¡e
eEo (about the time cf the oi ì cri si s) ?

Don' t knotu f--__l

i ty of Man i toba's

I5ane I I

b) Cornpared r'¡it¡ todaY, what do

nêturêl envii-ontrent will be

Better [-t Sao" 1---l

26. ln your opinion, who shouìd monitor the quaì i ty of the natural envi ronment?

Gove rnnen t

I ndus t ry

Envi ronnental groups

lndividual ci tizens

I ndependenÈ agencies

No one

t_-l
E
T
t_l
fl
t_f
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27. a) 8eìo'.i is e list oF LOCAL envi rorr¡Ëntðì probìems. Thinking in terms
of your::-:e comnunity, indicate rvhich you cor¡ Sider very inportant,
of sorie i-¡or[ance, of little importar]ce, and unimporianL.

'./: ìY la SO¡E OF L I iT_g
lrPiÂiìNI trP:RIÀNCi tHp:ì:jt-r i\i-2!q.i:Nr

EI

Loss of ¿cricul tural land I

b) What loc:l cnvironnental prcbìems, not Iisted above, do you feel are
also ver,' imporIant in your hone cormunily?

¡lone [--] or p rease speci iy :

c) V/hich source is generaì ly the best to consult for infornatìon regarding
local envî ronmental issues in your home connnuni ty?

TV

Radio

News pape rs

Magaz i nes

Eook s

Friends

Gove rnrrrent pamph le ts

lndustry publications

0ther (pìease speci fy)

Noise po:ìution

Dutch el-:isease

Mosquito cc¡trol

Lack nf rr=-n qnace

Ai r pol ìu:ion

\{ater poììution

Lit[er-ìn:

L]
t:]
fl
tl
t:]
f_f
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28. ¿) Moving nor./ to the PROVINCIAL ìevel, and thinking in terms oF Manitoba,
ho'..¡'.vould you raie the follouiing environmentaì problems?

E-l
t-lrl

Proposed Garrì sorr Di versi o,,
Project

Threats lo V/innipeg's
drinki ng rvate r

Proposed nuclear laboratory
at Lac du Bo¡nei

0ve rh un I i r¡c

Mercury pol lution

Workplace hazards

Soi I erosion

Acid rain

Urban expansion
onIo farmlands

Sewage di sposal

Haz¿rdous !.raste spi I ls

Use of pesticides

lndustrial emissions

Hyd ro deve I opmen t
i n no r [he rn l'4an i toba

i--t

lll_t
[--t l__---1

ú

t-r
l___i

[]

E
tl

I--_-t

t:_-l

r-f
.--l

r-t
f--r
n

il

b) ln your opinion, what provincial envi ronmental problems, not ìisted
above, are also ve ry i mportant i n Man i toba?

¡lone l.-_l or please speci fy:
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c) Wha¡ is ge,.=raìì,; the ¡¿st source of infcrnation reEarCinE provincial
envi ;-oirren :ai i ;su¿s?

TV

9.;Ì.-

\l ^ .- -ll3','J)- 
=-rú 

i >

ilaE:z ì nes

o^^'. -UUU\ >

Frie-,is

lr
rl
I'

Gove:nire¡i Dð-r¡lets I I

ln,jus:rv r'-f li::iior' s ,_l

0 the r (p lease s -1ec i ty )

29. Please ircicai: your opìnion on the follor'rínç staternenls.

^ -^---;^ - ^a r-^^^- r-- -^ r.- silc\cll "CJ¿¡¡I:LY -C0il::::1 5:?:\:Ll \0
ll L3¡Ldr r d¡:uJ:! ul var:!=, lrd) LU uç AG?:: ;;ì€: 0lS;¿i:: Cl):;1¡: Opll{l;lt
exDected i n tr:ns9oíii nc hazardous
cheni ca I s beca,Jse co¡-o le ie sa ie'e y

lvould si:rly ccst ioo muc¡.

I don' r r-ea I ly knor'r r'rhal col lut ion
controì stand¿rds exist in Mani toba

Gove rnrnen t should spend äore money
on protecting the natural environmenE. f] Ll tl

t--_l

More money should be spent on
envi ronmental education in our
schoo I s .

A disposaì síte for hazardous wastes
wou I d be accep tab le nea r fin/ conmun i ty
if iÈ was cont¡nually monitored.

I would like to know more about
poììuIion control in Hanitoba.

Et]E

E i:l tl rt

frEtttlE
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30. Who do you feel is most to b jar'"e for envi ronmental poìlution (pìease
check one) ?

lndivídual consurôers

Smali en[erprises (such as íarming,
f i sh in g, man uf ac tu r in 3)

Large industry

Politicians

Civi ì Servan[s

No one is to blame more than anyone
else

0ther (please speci fy)

r--¡
ii

I

li

li

lr

31. Which of the siater¡ents beìow best reflects your appraisaì of present
envi ronmental conservation efforts (such chings as hunting quoIas, parks
prograrns, emission standards, reforest¿rion, recycìing)?

(Check one)

Conservation efforts wi I ì enhance the present qual i ty
of the natural envi ronmenl.

Conservation efforts åre sufficient to protect the
present quaì i ty of the natural envi ronment.

Conservation efforts are not sufficient to protect
the present qual ì ty of the naturêl envi ronment.

32. \'Jhen envi ronmental concerns are raised, how of ten do governments champion:

TOO OFTEN NOT

OFTEN ENOUGH OFTEN
E NOU GH

. the goals of industry

. the conce rns of envi ronmen tal i s ts

fl
E

n n
n
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33- Frorr the follo,;ing sets of statements, select those which nrrst nearìy
agree viiih your ov/n vìev¡s.

a) We r¡ust substantiaì 1y reduce the aari cultural use
of pesticides, even if this affects crop production.

Crop production and pesticide use shouìd be held
at current levels.

C rop p rocjuct i on mus t be i ncreased, even i f that
meðns an i ncrease i n the use of pes t i ci des.

b) Aì I of Manitoba's lakes and rivers should be clean
enouch to s!{irn ìn, regardìess of cost.

(Check one)

(Check one)

tt

It v;oulc'be all right if most Manitoba Iakes and
rive;-s \..¡ere cìean enough to swim ìn

li r..,culcj be ôcceptable if onìv lakes and rivers in
recreðtionêì areas were clean enouqh to srvìm in.

(Check one)

c) lirdustr. is guided by its sense of responsibi ìity
i r, raki ng measures to protect the neturêl
err vi ronrnent.

lniustry is sensitive to pubì ic concerns, and wi l l

act to protect the natura I environr¡ent i f costs
are lo,v.

lndustry is guided onìy by i ts desi re for profi t,
and nust be compel ìed to take measures to protect _
the naturê I envi ronrÍìent. I I

(Check one)

d) Gove rnment has a cohe rent , long-te rm s t rategy for
envi ronmentaì conservation.

Gove rnment has tried (wi th some success) to deve ìop
a ìong-term envi ronmentaì strategy.

Government has no ìong-!erm envi ronrnental strategy,
but on ly reacts to poì i t i caì pressures on an
issue-by-issue basis.
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3U. a) ls the public as a whole as corrcerned as it ou-ohi to be about
envi ronment¿l issues?

Yes | |
Hol 

I
Don' t knou, [-_l

b) li no, ,,vhði do you thi¡k can be cione to incre¿se over¿ll public concern?

35. a) Should the p:rlic be more involved in envircn,ìen:al planning arr d

deci s ion-making cione by governnent?

Yes i-| Nol I

b) '"1hich of the foìlo'..¡ing do you think would be r¡ost etfectìve in increasing
pubìic involven'e¡t in environrnental planning and decision-rnaking (check
thos¿ that you ieel would be ri-ìost effective)?

C i i i zen' s advi sory commí t[ees I I

Ci tizen surveys

Drop-in centres

Hot I i nes

Public meetings and hearings

Neighbourhood planning counci ls

En vi ronmen ta I ombudsman

Publ ic information programs

Workshops and conferences

C i t i zen re fe rendums

E

r:l

n
E

c) I,/hich do you feeì would be MOST ef fective (please specify)?
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36. Do you think iha¡ eny particular sociaì cl¿ss shor^rs more concern about
envi roni-nen ta I iss:.,les than the o[he rs (check yes or no)?

Yes: the lo+ve: cl:s; does or No: concerns abcui environr¡ental

the rnidCì: cì¿ss does [-=ì
issues are shared equaì ìy
arnong aì ì soci¡l classes

37. Do you feel th3i ire cublic is adequalely informed aboui ih¡-eals to the
natural enviro¡:eri?

A lr'ia', s l- ,-l Us ua I I V [--_l Ra re I Y Neve r

38. Do you feel that ru¡lic rneetings provîde an effective forui: for lhe
exp ress i orr sí ¡he :ub I i c' s env i ronnen ta I conce rns ?

yes 

'_i 
¡lo l_l

39. a) Have you ever attended a public consultation meeting io discuss
environre¡¡aì concerns rvith repí-eseniatives of the ieCeral Departríìent
of the Envircni:ent (Environm3nt Canada)?

Ye s l-l No

b) I f yes, did you f ind r,.ernbers of the ciepartment to be cooperative?

Alr.rays f Us ua I ìv l-__l Ra re ly l-__l Never l-_]

c) Did you find nembers of the department to be wel l-informed?

Always f_| Usuallv l--l Ra re ly -_-l Never Ü

l{0. Are you aware oF EnvironmenÈ Canadars policy for Public ConsultaEion and
lnformation Avai labi I i ty?

tl

lr

rl

Yes l--_-l ruo l-*-l
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¿{i. a) 0f the three divisions of government (inunicipal, provinciaì and federaì),
çvhich do you feeì has the greatest obiigation to protect the naluraì
envi ronrnent (check one or more)?

Mun ic i pa I gove rnr¡en t ; 
I

Provincìai governinen,,--

Fede ra ì gove rnrnen t

Don' t know

b) rlhich one do you think has done the mosl to protect the nalural
envi ronment (check one) ?

Municipai governmeí-r t ' -i
Provinciai governnent ; '

Fede raì governn-enl I

Don' I kno'.''

42. To which governnenI divisions do the folìonving agencies belong?
DONIT

PROVINCIAL FTDERAL KNOW

Garrison Focus 0ifice

lnìand V/aters Di rectorate

Emergency Planning

Clean Envi ronmenE Commission

Envi ronmental Protection Servi ce

Conservation Di stricts Authori ty

Agri cul turaì Lands Protect ion Board

En vi ronmen ta ì Conse rva t i on Se rvi ce

Envi ronrnentaì Management Servi ces

Atmos phe ri c En vi ronrrlen t Se rvi ce

F I ood Fo re cas t i ng Commi t tee

al
li

r:l
t____.i

tl
r
tI
tI
tl
tl
E
t:]

rt

-_l
t--|
[]

|-_l
[]

tf
D

ti
n
t--i
tl
E

i-_-l

r
n
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!j. ln ord¿í io ¿ttíacc i¡dus¿íy to M¿ni tob¿, '.'rould i t be êcceptable to ycu

if gc','eí'r-€n[ !v¿re io:

0ffer tax corìce;rions

0ffer reC¡ceC utilitv r¿ies

Eui ld hiçi:;a.,,'s, rai ì roaCs, etc.

Reduce pol ìuiion cor,iro'l stan:=íds

0f Fer gra¡:s anClor ir¡teresi-íree loans il__] L]

4t. Do you t¡ink th:t inC:strialization can froqress rvithout increêsinq dar¿E3
to the n¿iurêl envircn¡e¡ri?

Yes l---l Don't knoul l-1

lt:.'l1r', '.,'3-.r3-rLd l-lk: :o tsk .'l-: r ::'.'.'q-estioi.s 3¡ou---t't":seL:

;O :ì:iO iíl:3:trr=t :.i: :a3 riaS O:- '-îi3 S-l:!'er¡. h'e rer.i:.ld ,v'Crl tnal

¡ ii repli:s ere s:ric¿L-v cf,:':r-ie¡,:ial-, and thac, in alI hanCì-:-ng and

¡-el"ri r r3-lc:.d:r:s :i:-I- l;(lT J: id::.:iÍied b"' nale, add:?ss o: 3:7
I J--

o:îe : Cis-.i:.c:ive characte:istic .

!s. \¡hích of che follo'.ring caiegories bes¡ iescribes your household incone,
th¿: is, ihe toial i,rco,'e 'retor: taxe ' ,:í all persons líving in ,¡oui-
housenoli?

unier SlC,000

510,000 - slq,ggg

s l5 ,ooo - s tg ,ggg

s20,000 - s24,ggg

s25 ,0oo - szg ,ggg

sSo,ooo - sl!,999

sJ5 ,000 - s ig ,ggg

s 40 ,000 - s\u ,gg3

o¡¿ r Sqt,CC0

YES

t¡

.

f--l

NO

t_l

nol -l

r--l
tl
[]

[]

r-l
ü

n
t_l
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46. Do you have chi ldren?

Yes l-_-l

I f yes, vihet are thei r ages?

ENo

pìease ldren

47- Horv oìd are You?

yea rs

48. Sex:

ila le l----l

I s the re any th i ng e I se you ''voul d ì ike
any of the questions on this surveY?
cove r. We apP re c i a te you r comrìEn ts '

to te I I us about envi ronrnenta I issues o

lf so, please use the space on the back

Fema i" i--i

Thank you for completing this questionnaire '
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APPENDIX C

VARIABLES USED TO MEASURE ENVIRONI'{ENTAL OPINTONS
OF THE MANITOBA PUBLIC TN L9B2

AND OF SENTOR ELECTED MANITOBA I"IUNICIPAL OFFICIALS IN 1983
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APPENDIX C

VARIABLES USED TO MEASURE ENVIRONMENTAL OPINIONS
OF THE MANITOBA PUBLTC IN L9B2

AND OF SEN]OR ELECTED MANITOBA MUNICTPAL OFFICIALS IN 1983

CanWest (1982) This Study (f983)

VAROOz-VAROO4

Thinking of Manitoba right
now, what issue or Problem
is of greatest concern here?
Any other important issues
you can think of?

VARO O 5-VAROO 7

I would like to read You a
number of current issues
which may be concerns in
Manitoba. Please tell me
which of these issues You
think is of greatest
concern in lr{anitoba. Of
second greatest concern?
Of least concern?

Atcohol/drug abuse
Increasing Pollution
Women's rights
Racia1 prejudice
Worker's safetY

VARO 16

To what degree do You see
the use of Pesticides being
a problem in Manitoba in
general? Is it varY much a
problem, somewhat, onIY
slightly or not a Problem
at all?

B0 5 B-806 3

Judging by your o\dn exPerience
or by what you read or hear,
what do you think are two or
three of the most imPortant
problems facing Manitoba
today?

8064-8066

Considering the following
issues in the context of
Manitoba:

AIcoholr/drug abuse
Pollution
State of the economy
Women's rights
Racial Prejudice
Worker's health and safetY

Vühich one is of greatest
concern to You PersonallY?
Of second greatest concern?
Of least concern?

crz5

Thinking ín terms of Manitoba,
how would you rate the use of
pesticides as an environmental
problem? Is it verY
important, of some imPortance,
of little importance or
unimportant?

. continued
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APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)

CanWest (1982) This Study (f983)

VARO 2 2 CLzI

To what degree do you see Thinking in terms of Manitoba,
acid rain being a problem how would you rate acid rain
in Manitoba in general? rs as an environmental problem?
it very much a problem, Is it very important, of some
somewhat, only slightly or importance, of little
not a problem at all? importance or unimportant?

VARO 25 c09 6

To what degree do you see Thinking in terms of your home
contamination of lakes and conununity, indicate which
rivers being a problem in local environmental problems
Manitoba in general? Is you consider very important,
it very much a problem, of some importance, of little
somewhat, only slightly or importance and unimportant.
not a problem at all?

Water pollution

VARO 2 B CLz6

To what degree do you see Thinking in terms of Manitoba,
industry emissions of how would you rate industrial
pollutants into the air emissions as an environmental
being a problem in problem? Is it very
Manitoba in general? Is important, of some importance,
it very much a problem, of little importance or
somewhat, only slightly or unimportant.
not a problem at aII?

VARO 3I c07 4

In your opinion, how would How would you rate the
you rate the condition of condition of Manitoba's
Manitoba's environment natural environment right now?
right now? Is it very Is it very good, good,
good, good, poor or very acceptable' poor or very poor?
poor?

continued
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APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)

CanWest (f982) rhis Study (1983)

VARO 56

T am going to read You
several statements and
for each I would like You
to telI me if you stronglY
agiree, moderatelY agree,
moderately disagree or
strongly disagree with the
statement.

A certain amount of
danger has to be
expected in transPorting
hazardous chemicals
because comPlete safetY
would simply cost too
much.

VARO 57

I am going to read You
several statements and
for each I would like You
to tell me if you stronglY
agree, moderatelY agree'
moderately disagree or
strongly disagree with the
statement.

I don't reallY know
what pollution control
standards exist in
Manitoba.

cL44

Please indicate Your oPinion
on the following statement:

A certain amount of danger
has to be exPected in
transporting hazardous
chemicals because comPlete
safety would simPlY cost
too much.

Do you stronglY agree,
moderately agree, moderatelY
disagree, stronglY disagree'
or do you have no oPinion?

cl4 5

Please indicate Your oPinion
on the following statement:

I don't reallY know what
pollution control standards
exist in Manitoba.

Do you stronglY agree,
moderately agree, moderatelY
disagree, stronglY disagree,
or do you have no oPinion?

continued
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APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)

CanWest (1982) This Study (1983)

VARO 59 EL46

I am going to read you Please indicate your opinion
several statements and on the following statement:
for each I would like you
to tell me if you strongly Government should spend
agree, moderately agree, more money on protecting
moderately disagree or the natural envÍronment.
strongly disagree with the
statement.

Do you strongly agree 'Government should spend moderately agree, moderately
more money on protecting disagree, stronglly disagree,
the environment. or do you have no opinion?

VARO 6 3 CI41

f am going to read you Please indicate your opinion
several statements and on the following statement:
for each I would like you
to tell me if you strongly More money should be spent
agree, moderately agree, ofl environmental education
moderately disagree or in our schools.
strongly disagree with the
statement. Do You stronglY agree 'moderately agree, moderatelY

More money should be disagree, strongly disagree,
spent on environmental or do you have no opinion?
education ín our
schools.

continued
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APPENDTX C (CONTINUED)

CanWest (1982) This Study (1983)

VARO 6 4

I am going to read You
several statements and
for each r would like You
to tell me if You stronglY
agree, moderatelY agree,
moderately disagree or
strongly disagree with the
statement.

A disposal site for
hazardous wastes would
be acceptable near mY

community if it was
continually monitored.

VARO 6 5

I am going to read You
several statements and
for each I would like You
to tell me if you stronglY
agree, moderatelY agree'
moderatelY disagree or
strongly disagree with the
statement.

I would like to know
more a-bout Pollution
control efforts in
Manitoba.

C14B

Please indicate Your oPinion
on the following statement:

A disposal site for
hazardous wastes would be
acceptable near mY

communitY if it was
continuallY monitored.

Do you strongly agree'
moderately agree, moderatelY
d.isagree, stronglY disagree,
or do you have no oPiníon?

cl4 9

PIease indicate Your oPinion
on the following statement:

I would like to know more
about Pollution control in
Manitoba.

Do you stronglY agree'
modãrately agree, moderatelY
disagree, stronglY disagree'
or do you have no oPinion?

source: canwest survey Research corporation. 1982. Public
Opinion Study. Stuãy Commiãsioned by the t'tanlEofia
Oepartrftãt-É Environment and Workplace Safety and
geát*r, 34 PP. + 196 aPPendices'
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APPENDIX D

VARIABLES USED TO MEASURE ENVIRONMENTAL OPTNIONS
OF SENIOR ELECTED MANITOBA MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS IN 19B3

fu\D THE MANITOBA PUBLTC IN 1985
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APPENDIX D

VARIABLES USED TO MEASURE ENVIRONMENTAI, OPINIONS
OF SENIOR ELECTED MANITOBA MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS IN 1983

AND THE MANTTOBA PUBLIC IN 1985

This Study (1983) Criterion Research (1985)

c096

Thinking in terms of your
home community, indicate
which loca1 environmental
problems you consider very
important, of some
importance, of Iittle
importance and unimportant.

Water pollution

c07 4

How would you rate the
condition of Manitoba's
natural environrnent right
now? Is it very good,
good, acceptable, poor or
very poor?

cI4 B

Please ind.icate your
opinion on the following
statement:

A disposal site for
hazardous waste would
be acceptable near mY
community if it was
continually monitored.

Do you strongly agree'
moderately agree, moderatelY
disagree, strongly disagree,
or do you have no opinion?

VO 5B

To what degree do you see
contamination of lakes and
rivers being a problem in
Manitoba in general? Is it
very much a problem, some
what, only slightly or not a
problem at all?

v065

In your opinion, how would You
rate the condition of
Manitoba's environment right
now? Is it very good, giood,
poor or very poor?

v0 89

Now f am going to read You
several statements and for each
I would like you to tell me if
you strongly agree, moderatelY
agree, moderately disagree or
strongly disagree with that
statement.

A disposal site for
hazardous waste would be
acceptable near mY

community if it was
continually monitored.

continued
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APPENDIX D (CONTINUED)

This Study (1983) Criterion Research (1985)

CL44 v09 3

Please indicate your Now I am going to read you
opinion on the following several statements and for
statement: each I would like you to tell

me if you strongly agree'
A certain amount of moderately agree, moderately
danger has to be disagree or strongly disagree
expected in with that statement.
transporting hazardous
chemicals because A certain amount of danger
complete safety would has to be expected in
simply cost too much. transporting hazardous

chemicals because complete
safety would simply cost
too much.

cL21 v094

Thinking in terms of i{hen people talk about
Manitoba, how would you environmental issues, they
rate acid rain as an talk about a lot of different
environmental- problem? things. How important is acid
Is it very important, of rain to you personally? Is it
some importance, of little very important, somewhat
importance or unimportant? important, not very important

or not important at aIl?

Source: Criterion Research Corporation. 1985. Manitoba
Omnibus, Spring 1985. Stud.y Commissioneã-b1t tlre

of Environment and WorkPlace
Safety and Health, 34 pp. + 230 appendices.
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APPENDIX E

VARIABLES USED TO MEASURE ENVIRONMENTAL OPINTONS
OF SENIOR ELECTED MANITOBA MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS IN 1983

AND THE MANITOBA PUBLIC IN T986
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APPENDIX E

VARIABLES USED TO MEASURE ENVIRONMENTAT OPINIONS
OF SENIOR ELECTED }IANITOBA MUNTCTPAI OFFICIÀLS IN 1983

AND THE MANTTOBA PUBLTC TN 1986

This Study (1983) Viewpoints Research (1986)

c096

Thinking in terms of your
home community, indicate
which local environmental
problems you consider very
important, of some
importance, of Iittle
importance and unimportant.

Water pollution

cL23

Thinking in terms of
Manitoba, how would you
rate sewage disposal as a
environmental problem? fs
it very important, of some
importance, of little
importance or unimportant?

CIz1

Thinking in terms of
Manitoba, how would you
rate acid rain as an
environmental problem? Is
it very important, of some
importance, of little
importance or unimportant?

E4

To what degree do you see
contamination of lakes and
rivers bei-ng a problem in
Manitoba in general? Is it
very much a problem, somewhat,
only slightly or not a problem
at aII?

810

To what degree do you see
sewage treatment and disposal
being a problem in Manitoba in
general? Ts it very much a
problem, somewhat, only
slightly or not a problem at
all ?

EI4

To what degree do you see acid
rain being a problem in
Manitoba in general? Is it
very much a problem, somewhat,
only slightly or not a problem
at all?

continued
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APPENDIX E (CONTINUED)

This Study (f983) Viewpoints Research (1986)

CO95 EIB

Thinking in terms of your To what degree do you see air
home community, indicate pollution being a problem in
which local environmental Manitoba in general? Is it
problems you consider very very much a problem, somewhat,
important, of some only slightly or not a problem
importance, of little at aII?
importance and unimportant.

Air pollution

Source: Viewpoints Research. 1986. Environment Report.
Study Commissioned by trre ltan@f
Environment and Workplace Safety and Healthn 40 pp. +
162 appendices.




